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The Request for Comments (“RFC”)3 seeks comments on:
The National Spectrum Strategy ... to
(a)

Increase spectrum access for all users, including on a shared basis, through
transparency of spectrum use and improved cooperation and collaboration
between Federal and non- Federal spectrum stakeholders.

(b)

Create flexible models for spectrum management.

(c)

Use ongoing research, development, testing, and evaluation [RDT&E].

(d)

Build a secure, automated capability to facilitate assessments.

(e)

Improve the global competitiveness of United States terrestrial and space-related
industries and augment the mission capabilities of Federal entities through
spectrum policies, domestic regulations, and leadership in international forums.

The Space Policy Directive-3 ... considerations:
•

consistency between ...national and international regulations and goals ...in, the
RF spectrum for space services.

•

advantages of addressing spectrum in ...STM [Space Traffic Management].

•

flexible spectrum use and ...emerging technologies for...space systems.

•

spectrum-dependent STM components, such as inter-satellite safety
communications and active debris removal systems.
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To National Telecommunications and Information Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1401 Constitution Avenue NW, Room 4600, Attn: John Alden, Washington, DC
20230. This is emailed to: spectrum-strategy-comments@ntia.doc.gov.
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Re ‘Polaris’ - see signature page below. / These Comments are limited to public information.
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In the Federal Register, Vol. 83, No. 245, Friday, Dec. 21, 2018, Notices.
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1.

The POLARIS PNT GROUP (or POLARIS PNT) listed on the signature page

below, is involved in many of the matters in the subject NTIA RFC as listed above. This is
shown at http://www.polarispnt.space/. This site has embedded PPT PDF files with details and
citations to papers on technology and systems. These are attached as Exhibits 1 to 3.
2.

In brief, radio-based systems for communication, location, and remote sensing

have to date dealt mostly with terrestrial systems with, relatively, only a scattering of earth
atmosphere and space systems. However, there is a compelling case for radio-based systems for
the latter as POLARIS PNT summarizes in this website.
Because these are mostly new, the site and the 3 Exhibits from it contain (A) broad
concepts and longer-term projections, and (B) closer-in developments, technologies and systems.
(A)

Broad concepts and longer-term projections (from Exhibit 2):

•

3D Radio Systems. 3D- use of Earth’s ionosphere-plasmasphere-magnetosphere
(3D IPM) Using radio frequency transceiver phased arrays with facilities similar
to the radio astronomy LOFAR and SKA for both space and atmosphere science,
RF systems (enhanced broadband meteor burst centric), sub-nanosecond time
synchronization and encryption, augmentation, via:

•

Facilities 1: Phased arrays, mini-SKAs, timed for dual earth/ astronomy radio
functions. Terrestrial and high seas (F1).

•

Facilities 2: Extensive private-facility rooftop stations combining solar-energy
panels and RF transceivers (F2).

•

F2 distribution: Any stores, utilities, nonprofits, and ‘amazons’.

•

Tech, e.g., Eastlund US2007 patent 0238252A1 (method and apparatus for
altering a region in the earth's atmosphere, ionosphere, and/or magnetosphere); A.
Streltsov: Energy from Space Plasma; and Whistler waves' to protect
communications from nuclear blast. https://laserearthshield.info; Plasma and rflaser transducer antennas in personal & IOT devices. (Other not herein.)

(B)

Closer-in developments, technologies and systems (from Exhibit 3)

•

Advanced Continental Low-VHF 20-55 MHz Meteor Burst Radio Signaling
Networks (MB) (MBRS) and Low VHF Ground Wave Radio Signaling Networks
(lvGWRS) -- For critical infrastructure & services, including:

•

MBRS: for broadcast data (for N-RTK for GNSS-GPS high accuracy; other), 2way communications, MB positioning navigation & timing (GPS independent)
(“iPNT”), MB encryption, atmospheric science and prediction...

•

lvGWRS: for best, low interference and attenuation, LOS & NLOS networks in
urban and indoor iPNT and low-rate networks for geolocation, ground drones,
search & rescue, smart cities and buildings.
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•

Overall: Advanced MBRS, as indicated herein, can provide highly cost effective
and critical benefits to the nation.

Advanced Meteor Burst Radio Signaling
•

Billions of small meteoroids enter the atmosphere daily, few large enough to be
visible, and create no- cost, ever-renewed, smart, plasma antenna arrays in the
sky, responsive to VHF 20-55 MHz.

•

With new radio, antenna and computer techniques, this will enable ‘4G’ and ‘5G’
Meteor Burst Radio Signaling services that are robust, secure, continent wide with
no coverage gaps, at low-cost-of-coverage.

•

It will deliver n-RTK for precision GPS nationwide.

•

It will provide Position, Navigation and Timing services independent of GPS and
far more secure from sky or terrestrial attacks.

•

It will improve atmospheric and weather science that is much needed, and provide
other major benefits.

•

NTIA and FCC spectrum is available (see Exhibit 3) and is little used.

•

Reception of the many key data services will be via one-way broadcast,
receivable in any radio device, even consumer smart phones.

The above-referenced B. Eastland patent (see ¶4 below) indicates, among other
developments (some not disclosed herein) how advanced MBC - MBRS as outlined in
Exhibit 3 can be used to greatly enhance:
•

Terrestrial 5G wireless in urban to remote areas -- and lower overall ambient RF
levels and "pollution."

•

Earth atmosphere and space radio communications, science and probes.

•

Substantially reduce greenhouse gases in Earth's atmosphere layers.

•

Other critical and economically viable systems and services.

3.

The better known components indicated above include “Meteor Burst

Communications” in low VHF ranges (approx. 20-55 MHz) (“MBC”). In the US, this is
extensively used by the US DOA for its “SNOTEL” and “SCAN” systems. (See Exhibit 3 at p,
23 et seq.) These are narrowband and low bandwidth systems, sufficient for the purposes.
However, far more advanced high capacity MBC is feasible and planned by POLARS PNT, and
is described at the above website (and in Exhibit 3, from the site).
4.

From the Eastland Patent, above: US2007/0238254 (emphases added):
Abstract. This invention is a method and apparatus for creating artificially
ionized regions in the atmosphere utilizing ionization trails of cosmic rays and
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Copy at: https://patents.google.com/patent/US20070238252A1/en
3

micro-meteors to ignite plasma patterns in electric field patterns formed by
ground based electromagnetic [phased array] wave radiators. The applications are
useful for telecommunications, weather control, [and]... protection and defense
applications. The invention lowers the power requirements for forming artificial
ionized regions in the atmosphere by a factor of up to 1600 times lower than those
required in existing designs and projections for creation of artificial ionized
regions in the atmosphere.
[00116] A principal embodiment is to use cosmic particles, such as ... micrometeor trails, to ignite an artificial ionized region “plasma pattern” in the air....
[0022] Another... is to enhance cellular communication systems by producing disc
shaped plasma patterns at altitudes of at least 10,000 meters over one or more
existing cellular communications towers.
[0023] Another...is to provide a short haul cellular telecommunications systems
by producing disc shaped plasma patterns at altitudes of at least 10,000 meters
and the use of at least one cellular base station with an upward pointing antenna.
[0024] Another ...is a city wide cellular communications system by producing a
disc shaped plasma pattern at altitudes of at least 30,000 meters and the use of at
least one cellular base station with an upward pointing antenna. Another principal
embodiment of this patent is to provide a strong signal for city wide cellular
communication by producing five disc shaped plasma pattern in a roughly
parabolic pattern at an altitude of at least 30,000 meters and the use of at least one
cellular base station with an upward pointing antenna. The additional gain
provided by this system could make it possible to provide very high data rates to
cellular equipment, possibly giving a WI FI connection to a whole city.
[0025] Another...is to provide a long haul communication system by erecting
shaped plasma patterns at two different locations on the earth's surface, each
pattern located at an altitude of 80,000 meters and to use a base station at each
location to send and receive telecommunications signals.
[0026] Another... is a portable system for city wide communication. The
individual phased array radiating elements have the capability to vary the
frequency and phase of the electromagnetic wave generator and to point the
electromagnetic radiation in the proper direction. Such a system would be useful
... in natural disasters.
[0027] Another ... is to ... create the plasma layer to accelerate electrons on the
surface of the plasma layer to high energy... for communications or military
applications.
[0028] This invention makes practical many applications that derive from
production of plasma patterns in the air.
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5.

The POLARIS PNT entities and work is based on involvement in wireless

expanded to GPS-GNSS and other radio-based systems -- all still in early phases verses
capabilities.
Forms of “3D Radios Systems” -- “use of Earth’s ionosphere-plasmaspheremagnetosphere (3D IPM)” as outlined above and described further in the 3 Exhibits hereto, can
substantially enhance radio science and systems in the nation, and thousands of miles beyond the
nation’s territorial limits, for many critical applications of federal agencies and the general
public.
The United States began the GNSS with GPS and has been the world leader. US DOC
and NTIA play major rules, e.g., https://www.gps.gov/governance/agencies/commerce/. The
matters herein are in accord and can enhance developments and success in these and many other
critical radio-based systems of many kinds.
The undersigned has net with the GPS office at DOC, NTIA OSM at DOC, some
agencies’ wireless program offices, and DARPA over the last several decades on matters leading
to those summarized herein. The undersigned also arranged for funding and contributions to
University of California studies related to these matter.5
The undersigned also met with the FCC on these matters also, and a plan to “migrate”
(under existing law and precedent) certain radio spectrum now under FCC domain to, or
primarily to, NTIA OSM domain on behalf of US agencies that may work with the public-benefit
programs of the POLARIS PNT entities on matters outlined herein. In this regard, the FCC does
not have the capabilities, interest or patience, for these matters and even works against these the
undersigned worked on for over a decade including on a non-profit bases.6
However, other federal agencies who can use or may use advanced systems and services
outlined herein for their own use, and in part host or may host them for broad commercial uses,
with various forms of “sharing,” should have the capabilities, longer-term plans and programs,
ample spectrum rights and much if the infrastructure needed.
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See https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~kannanr/assets/project_loc/CHALOCBA.pdf
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The same applies to certain State of California authorities. Both are easy to show. The
undersigned is proceeding with FCC, judicial, ADR, Congressional, and other remedies,
5

Respectfully submitted,
POLARIS PNT GROUP - 7
Polaris PNT PBC
Polaris PNT 1, PB LLC
Polaris PNT 2, PB LLC
Polaris PNT 3, PB LLC
By:

Warren Havens
President and individually
2649 Benvenue Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94704
polaris.havens@gmail.com

3 EXHIBITS
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Delaware statutory public-benefit companies (for private profit and public benefit).
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EXHIBIT - 1

The Earth is a spinning magnet and with the Sun form a radiomagnetic- plasma- electric system active above the Earth’s
surface in the coupled ionosphere and magnetosphere.
This can be harnessed for the energy needed for civilization; for
long range high capacity communications including a new
generation and configuration of global Internet; to advance and
protect global “free speech” and online education, arts and
sciences; to scrub the atmospheric layers of many greenhouse
gasses; to beneficially modify weather and climate and improve
forecasting; for distributed phased radio astronomy,
supercomputing and encryption with a growing global
instrument; and for other critical applications.
This can be implemented to a large extent by private individuals
and companies and coordinated by nonprofit foundations using
open technologies.
Research and systems for the main components needed exist
at least in viable first generations. Documents at this website
show some of these.

The following pages in black and white (some coloring
reset) are from: “HAARP, research and applications: a
joint program of Phillips Laboratory and the U.S. Office of
Naval Research, January 1, 1995.” We are not a
government entity and have different applications and
systems in mind, but aspects of this US report are
useful to show some of the physical systems involved,
and some techniques.
This should be read with other documents at this
website.
The Nordic-nations “EISCAT 3D” project is designed to
exceed HAARP in various ways (however, HAARP may
be enhanced, as well). See, e.g.. next page.

[Continued re EISCAT 3D] See, e.g.,
https://www.eiscat.se/eiscat3d/
https://www.eiscat.se/eiscloud/index.php/s/
XH2Y3mQeXat5wdW?
path=%2FPublicity%20material#pdfviewer -"EISCAT_3D follow in this tradition of global
collaboration, as is evident by their strong ties with the U.S.
“In the future, we would like to regard our radars, and also
any other new-generation incoherent scatter radars, as a
joint global instrument, which then finally would have a joint
science programme directed to the most relevant science
questions,” says Turunen. The joint instrument and
programme mentioned would require possible modifications
to the training regimen for future radar scientists, as it
requires them to work on a more global scale and with global
data. With this in mind, Turunen and his partners are already
looking towards organising global incoherent scatter radar
schools along with colleagues from the U.S.
"Because of EISCAT_3D’s dedication to international
collaboration, the project has been invited to participate in
science and political discussions by the EU and the [U.S.]
National Science Foundation [“NSF’]. The two organisations
are currently in talks to determine ways to jointly advance
and finance the development, operation and use of largescale research infrastructures.”
The above indicates, EISCAT 3D’s international nature. This
may involve with US private non-governmental entities as
well as US government entities such as NSF.

Above is from an EISCAT 3D presentation.
Pages below in black-and-white are from an HAARP
presentation.

KAIRA is part of EISCAT 3D (see above) and “LOFAR” (google it).
Below from: http://kaira.sgo.fi/p/radars.html `

Above (with some background knowledge) generally depicts
aspects of the following. Cost-effective globally distributed
coordinated phased antenna arrays, some transmit and some
receive and some both (most in HF, VHF, and lower UHF
frequency ranges), will allow greatly expanded
understanding, and beneficial control and use of earth’s
layers of atmospheres, which interact with “space
weather” (from sun activity and some deeper space). This is
a fundamental development of great significant to
civilization not well known and thus far not well integrated
and pursued. It is involves but should mainly be a science
projects.

EXHIBIT - 2

1

NASA

CLICK

https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a000000/a003300/a003312/a003312_H264_640x480_nodates.mp4

Global Radio Internet, Energy, Science, and Earth Defense System
Earth Ionosphere, Plasmasphere, and Magnetosphere - Individually Powered

POLARIS GLOBAL
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• Earth defense systems: Global warming mitigation; weather prediction
improvements; disaster-weather mitigation; seismic, earthquake, volcano, and
tsunami monitoring and prediction improvements; solar mass coronal ejection
defense; and potentially distributed high-gain laser asteroid deflection defense.

• Earth science systems: By above and by distributed radio transmit-receiver
arrays providing advanced telescope instruments for investigation of IPM, coupled
with other radio-telescope multistatic-sky-radar systems.

• Distributed super computing systems: People -built and -powered distributed
evergreen super computing.

• Energy systems: Ionosphere-plasmasphere and the coupled Magnetosphere
support high capacity electric energy systems, direct to the users.

• Radio systems: Perpetual ionosphere-plasmasphere sources support global high
capacity communications (new internet); precise position, location and timing
(pPNT) systems; pPNT beam 5G wireless enhancements; 3D skywave 5G; high
capacity wireless to even more remote regions: enhanced by below.

POLARIS GLOBAL 3D
3D- use of Earth’s ionosphere-plasmasphere-magnetosphere (3D IPM)
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• Tech: ~ Eastlund US2007 patent 0238252A1(method and apparatus for altering a
region in the earth's atmosphere, ionosphere, and/or magnetosphere). / A. Streltsov:
Energy from Space Plasma; and Whistler waves' to protect communications from
nuclear blast. / https://laserearthshield.info. / Plasma and rf-laser transducer antennas. In
personal & IOT devices. / And see other slides and materials at this Polaris PNT
website.

• F2 distribution: Any stores, utilities, nonprofits, ‘amazon’s.

• Facilities 2: Extensive private-facility rooftop stations combining solar-energy
panels and RF transceivers.

• Facilities 1: Phased arrays, mini-SKAs, timed for dual earth/ astronomy radio
functions. Terrestrial and high seas.

Using radio frequency transceiver arrays with facilities similar to the radioastronomy
LOFAR and SKA for both space and atmosphere science, RF systems (enhanced
broadband meteor burst centric), sub-nanosecond time synchronization and
encryption, augmentation, via:

POLARIS GLOBAL 3D
3D- use of Earth’s ionosphere-plasmasphere-magnetosphere (3D IPM)
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Reception of the many key data services will be via
one-way broadcast, receivable in any radio device,
even consumer smart phones.

It will deliver n-RTK for precision GPS-GNSS
worldwide. It will also provide PNT (Position,
Navigation and Timing) services independent of GNSS,
and will be far more secure from sky or terrestrial
attacks. It will improve atmospheric and weather
science that is much needed, and provide other major
benefits.

New radio, antenna and computer techniques will
enable ‘5G’ skywave meteor burst radio and other
skywave radio systems that are robust, secure, global
with no coverage gaps, at low-cost-of-coverage.

This can be extended to ~1 GHz by relatively lowpower RF (or laser+RF) heating of the billions of daily
meteor plasma trails, enhancing their intensity and
duration, without interference with terrestrial
wireless: ‘5G’ skywave communications.

Billions of small meteoroids enter the atmosphere
daily, few large enough to be visible, and create nocost, ever-renewed, smart, plasma antenna arrays in
the sky, responsive to 25-55 MHz.

Advanced Meteor Burst / Skywave Radio Systems

http://www.oceanlight.com/log/category/new-work
light@yosemite.earth

|
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The planned 5G MBC+ network facilities will provide the foundation for the other
systems and services described above.

While POLARIS GLOBAL plans ‘5G’ meteor burst communications and other
skywave systems, the following is useful to show the fundamentals of meteor bust
communications. It is well established, easy to deploy and maintain, and robust.

The following slides are taken from materials on ‘2G’ current-generation meteor
burst communications (MBC) systems made for very wide area robust but lowcapacity systems mostly for remote-regions environmental telemetry.

POLARIS GLOBAL 3D
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Meteor Burst Communication Technology
Meteor burst communication was discovered by the
military in the 1950's. NRCS implemented this
technology and developed SNOTEL in 1975. Meteor
burst communication uses the billions of sand sized
particles (1 gram or larger) that burn up in the 50 to
80 mile high region of the atmosphere to relay radio
signals back to the earth. This technique allows
communication to take place between remote sites
and a master station up to 1200 miles away. At the
master station, the remote site data is checked for
completeness. If so, an acknowledgment message,
returning over the same path, tells the remote site
not to transmit again during this polling period. The
entire process takes place in less than a tenth of a
second. Meteor burst communication has proven to
be extremely reliable. From the master stations, the
data are sent via telephone line to the NWCC Central
Computer Facility.

http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/publications/Briefing-Book/bb25.html

NRCS SNOTEL shows MBRS is
successful for NCRS’s critical
purpose. Advanced MBRS discussed
herein may, under on plan,
complement SNOTEL in a
‘partnership’ – see left.

This is a slide below, also included here at the start to show that Meteor Burst Radio Signaling is well established as to basic principles and
technology.
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Copy at: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1505.02366.pdf / Other depictions of MBRS elements provided
below.

http://www.ijetie.org/articles/
IJETIE_201518006.pdf

----* E.g.

This is supported by assumptions
using best-available MBRS system
parameter data and what-if
calculations.

The advanced MBRS outlined herein
probably exceeds 1,000-fold in total
performance and value as compared
to “traditional” or modestly
augmented MBRS found in most all
papers on MBRS.

Traditional MBRS is all that can be
found in coherent form in public
records, even current papers.* I have
found indications of “advanced” MBRS
in development in China and Russia,
but the details do not appear to be
publicized, and the authors and
institutions do not respond to my
inquires. In any case, I believe I have
a more full and effective approach
outlined herein.

Meteor Burst Communications: Theory
and Practice, Donald L Schilling,
editor. Wiley, 1993. See following
pages.

Note: The most complete work on
“traditional” MBRS is:
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Figure 2.1
Comets and Asteroids as the source of
Meteoroids

What are they – where do they come from?
There are two main sources of small particle debris
that constitute meteoroids….asteroids and comets….
Figure 2.1.

Meteors

Detection of Meteors by RADAR
© Dr David Morgan 2011

The vaporized material and ionized air play a large part in
reflecting electromagnetic waves at radio frequencies –
thus enabling their detection by VHF radar.

strong shock wave in the air. There is a huge temperature
differential generated across the shock boundary and the
radiant heat vaporizes the surface of the particle. This
causes the ablation of the particle and ionization of the
atoms of the material….

Figure 2.3
Example of a Meteoroid
Particle

Meteor trails are formed when tiny particles, maybe the
size of a grain of sand or smaller (see Figure 2.3) impact
the Earth’s upper atmosphere at a height of around 90km
and generate a

Meteor trails
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Figure 3.3 Wave interaction with the Ionization Trail

Figure 4.4 Reflection from a meteor trail

Here we examine the way the incident radar wave interacts with the ionized trail. In Figure 3.3 we see the wave
approaching a stream of ionized particles represented by a mix of positive ions, negative electrons and neutral molecules.
It is only the electrons that respond significantly to the electric field in the incident wave. The ions are heavy and do not
move a significant amount and play little part in re-radiation of the pulse. The neutral molecules carry no net charge and
cannot interact with the wave electric field. The strength of the returned signal is dependent on…electron density in the
trail… this varies with time, so does the signal strength.
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I edited a textbook for … Wiley on Meteor Burst
Communications, which dealt with that whole area.

After the adaptive delta modulator I became involved in
meteor burst communications, which was a wireless system
used to transmit signals beyond the line of sight, using the
meteor channel. Meteors are formed all the time, and we
bounced our waves off of the meteors. If you do it right, you
can get continual voice. A lot of this was done for the Air
Force in Anchorage, where they transmitted between
Anchorage and Kozebue, which is a city in Alaska right off the
Russian border across the Bering Sea. It was a lookout station,
and there was no real ionosphere to communicate back and
forth, so they communicated off the meteors. We built the
equipment and demonstrated that continual voice could
actually be achieved if it was done properly. We had an
adaptive system.

I co-authored 12 texts and more than 200 papers. I advised
more than 75 Ph.D. students, many of who wrote their Ph.D.
dissertations on CDMA related topics. In the 1960's I was
involved with adaptive delta modulation, a voice digitization
technique which was used by the military at that time; it is
still used to perform analog to digital conversions…. I did the
work initially for NASA, then after NASA I did it for the Army,
and then for several other government agencies.

Part 1 From: http://ethw.org/Oral-History:Donald_Schilling

Part 1 below is from Mr. Shilling’s oral
history
.
Part 2 below has experts from the book

-----------------

Meteor Burst Communications:
Theory and Practice
Donald L Schilling, editor. Wiley, 1993

Ionized trails were found to have a lifetime of only a few
tenths of a second, creating the need for rapid exchange of
communication. The transmission rate had to be very fast (a
burst of data if you will) to take advantage of the ionized
trail. Hence the term "meteor burst" was coined. [U]ntil the
availability of integrated solid-state micro-computers,
meteor burst as a communication medium was not
considered practical except for slow-speed data.... * * * *
These short-lived… signals, or meteor bursts, may last from
several milliseconds to many seconds.

From the 1950s through the 1970s, meteor burst
technology was studied and actual tests were conducted to
determine the feasibility of using the meteor trails to an
advantage. The result of that research produced some
interesting information....

Discovered in 1935 by a gentleman named Skellet, the
technology was considered antediluvian in face of the then
current communication systems.... Skellet found that when a
meteor entered the earth's atmosphere, the denser air
caused the meteor to heat up and eventually burn, creating
an ionized trail. He discovered that the ionized trail could be
used to bounce a radio signal back to earth. Scientists have
known for decades that the earth is continually bombarded
by meteors…. One hundred billion meteors have been
estimated to enter or pass through the earth's atmosphere in
a 24-hour period.

....Today, we know that to be true because man has walked
on the moon, space travel has become… common…, highenergy lasers are used in the medical…and other areas,
communication satellites carry voice and data circuits to all
points of the globe, and there is meteor burst technology.
Meteor burst technology? [“MB”] What's this? Are we bursting
meteors? No, just another communications medium…until the
early 1970s…virtually ignored.

Part 2

Note: The advanced MBRS outlined herein probably exceeds 1,000-fold in performance and value as compared to
“traditional” or modestly augmented MBRS found in most all papers on MBRS, including the most advanced MBRS
described in this 1993 book.
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The Alaska National Guard recently installed a MB system
that ties the headquarters to remote locations throughout the
state. Again, the cost of acquiring a MB system is considerably
less than that of other systems, especially in the Alaskan
environment. Other countries are now looking into the
benefits of a MB system for specific applications, applications
where great distances are involved and civil engineering
support is too costly for other remote systems. A MB system
has been installed between Sondres- trom AB and Thule AB,
Greenland. The north-south link operates be- tween 45 and
104MHz. The system is a test bed to investigate performance
during polar cap absorption (PCA) events.
…Popular Mechanics that described a MB system for truckers….

The Alaskan Air Command was the first to install a highpowered, 8kb voice-synthesized MB system as an operational
commun-ication medium. Uniquely designed, it supports the
operational requirements for Air Sovereignty in Alaska. Other
uses may come to light that will parallel those of the Alaska
Air Command. However, there will always be a need for
inexpensive data systems within the military and in industry.
Currently, NORAD is testing a C3 meteor burst network that
will connect the Continental United States, Alaska and
Canada.

Signal duration depends on trail line density, initial radius,
diffusion rate, electron attachment and the state of upper
atmospheric winds. Digital communications is possible during
these brief, intermittent meteor bursts, thus forming the basis
for an over-the-horizon digital radio link. Since persistent
meteoric ionization useful for trail-scatter occurs between 80
and 120 km above the earth's surface, maximum propagation
distances of 2400 km are possible. The maximum usable
distance for communications, however, is generally below 2000
km because of earth blockage, terrain obstructions, and
antenna pattern ground tuck. The time dependence of the
trail-scattered RSL depends on the electron volume density in
the meteor trail as well as atmospheric parameters.... * * * *

In terms of cost, survivability, and intrusion resistance,
meteor burst is hard to beat. Furthermore, it has that special
Buck Rogers mystique… how else MB can be used.

One only need analyze the basic information requirement,
that is, life-cycle and time-to-live needs, to make decisions in
choosing a baseline communications medium. Immediate
update is not always the best answer to an equation…. In spite
of the popular demand for more speed, systems like meteor
burst still fill special application needs. Certainly, MB systems
can be designed to perform as quickly as other systems
through the use of new products now available in today's
market.

It is true that faster is better in terms of system processing
times…. However, there are applications where "instant" is not
part of the vocabulary. The Alaska SNOTEL net is a good
example. Meteorological information is required on a regular
basis; however, it is collected over a 24-h period. A slow data
base update is acceptable and is tailored to the data
collection requirement. The prerequisite for that system is
that the data must get through in a timely manner.…

In the tactical arena, small portable transceivers could be
used by the military in a variety of applications such as
resupply nets, status of forces nets, intelligence nets, and
others. The Navy could make use of a MB unit that was
released under water and brought to the surface by buoy. This
application would enable communications while minimizing
detection. An oil platform out in the middle of a sea is the
ideal application for MB. Red Cross and Civil Defense
organizations could use portable MB systems to provide logistic
support during natural disasters such as earthquake, flood, and
fire. Alarm systems, emergency or logistical networks, and
similar systems could be provided in remote locations at a
fraction of the cost of comparable systems. Anywhere there is
a need for data, MB is an inexpensive alternative that warrants
consideration. The applications are limitless and await only
the imagination of the far-sighted.... * * * *
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The Alaska National Guard recently installed a MB system
that ties the headquarters to remote locations throughout the
state. Again, the cost of acquiring a MB system is considerably
less than that of other systems, especially in the Alaskan
environment. Other countries are now looking into the
benefits of a MB system for specific applications, applications
where great distances are involved and civil engineering
support is too costly for other remote systems. A MB system
has been installed between Sondres- trom AB and Thule AB,
Greenland. The north-south link operates be- tween 45 and
104MHz. The system is a test bed to investigate performance
during polar cap absorption (PCA) events.
…Popular Mechanics that described a MB system for truckers….

The Alaskan Air Command was the first to install a highpowered, 8kb voice-synthesized MB system as an operational
commun-ication medium. Uniquely designed, it supports the
operational requirements for Air Sovereignty in Alaska. Other
uses may come to light that will parallel those of the Alaska
Air Command. However, there will always be a need for
inexpensive data systems within the military and in industry.
Currently, NORAD is testing a C3 meteor burst network that
will connect the Continental United States, Alaska and
Canada.

Signal duration depends on trail line density, initial radius,
diffusion rate, electron attachment and the state of upper
atmospheric winds. Digital communications is possible during
these brief, intermittent meteor bursts, thus forming the basis
for an over-the-horizon digital radio link. Since persistent
meteoric ionization useful for trail-scatter occurs between 80
and 120 km above the earth's surface, maximum propagation
distances of 2400 km are possible. The maximum usable
distance for communications, however, is generally below 2000
km because of earth blockage, terrain obstructions, and
antenna pattern ground tuck. The time dependence of the
trail-scattered RSL depends on the electron volume density in
the meteor trail as well as atmospheric parameters.... * * * *

In terms of cost, survivability, and intrusion resistance,
meteor burst is hard to beat. Furthermore, it has that special
Buck Rogers mystique… how else MB can be used.

One only need analyze the basic information requirement,
that is, life-cycle and time-to-live needs, to make decisions in
choosing a baseline communications medium. Immediate
update is not always the best answer to an equation…. In spite
of the popular demand for more speed, systems like meteor
burst still fill special application needs. Certainly, MB systems
can be designed to perform as quickly as other systems
through the use of new products now available in today's
market.

It is true that faster is better in terms of system processing
times…. However, there are applications where "instant" is not
part of the vocabulary. The Alaska SNOTEL net is a good
example. Meteorological information is required on a regular
basis; however, it is collected over a 24-h period. A slow data
base update is acceptable and is tailored to the data
collection requirement. The prerequisite for that system is
that the data must get through in a timely manner.…

In the tactical arena, small portable transceivers could be
used by the military in a variety of applications such as
resupply nets, status of forces nets, intelligence nets, and
others. The Navy could make use of a MB unit that was
released under water and brought to the surface by buoy. This
application would enable communications while minimizing
detection. An oil platform out in the middle of a sea is the
ideal application for MB. Red Cross and Civil Defense
organizations could use portable MB systems to provide logistic
support during natural disasters such as earthquake, flood, and
fire. Alarm systems, emergency or logistical networks, and
similar systems could be provided in remote locations at a
fraction of the cost of comparable systems. Anywhere there is
a need for data, MB is an inexpensive alternative that warrants
consideration. The applications are limitless and await only
the imagination of the far-sighted.... * * * *
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The advanced MBRS outlined in this PPT would have more advanced master base station and
remote radios that are at issue in the text above and indicated by some of the drawings
below.

The following depictions are also (as are the introductory text excerpts above) from the
book: Meteor Burst Communications: Theory and Practice . Donald L Schilling, editor. Wiley,
1993
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Diurnal variation in meteor rate

Seasonal variation in meteor rate
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Closely spaced receivers in common footprint

Remote radio antennas is sufficiently close proximity can be linked and synchronized to improve signal to noise
ratios, and to have more meteor-trail events (in ‘(a)’ and longer time per event (in ‘(b)’). Each remote radio
can also have phased receiver/ antennas, as explained on one slide herein from an engineer at the KAIRA radio
facility.

Spaced receivers in unique footprints

16

Typically, for a base station well inland
to cover in all or many directions. With
base station antenna arrays, the array could
simultaneously cover in many directions.

Figure 3.16 (a) Centrally-located master station

Typically, for a base station on or near a
coastline or other territorial border to cover
offshore or beyond the border (with any
permissions needed by another jurisdiction).

Figure 3.16 (b) Stand-off master station

17

Link geometry for meteor trail-scatter

Motion of the ground illumination region
due to trail formation and decay

EXHIBIT - 3

For cri/cal infrastructure & services, including:

(lvGWRS)

Low VHF Ground Wave Radio Signaling Networks

(MB) (MBRS)
and

Advanced Con/nental Low-VHF 20-55 MHz
Meteor Burst Radio Signaling Networks

1/19/16

* Upon federal en/ty request, I may provide a conﬁden/al, expanded version of this presenta/on that expands material herein
with informa/on and ideas that are my trade secrets subject to patent ac/ons.

Wireless pPNT – radio signaling and data for precise posi/on, naviga/on and timing— is far more important
than wireless communica8ons. Advanced MBRS & ivGWRS can and should play a major role in na/onwide pPNT.
-----

Federal and other government en//es hold substan/al radio spectrum in the ranges suitable for MBRS.
Advanced MBRS, as indicated herein, can provide highly cost eﬀec/ve and cri/cal beneﬁts to the na/on.

By Warren Havens, Berkeley CA. January 2016. * Copy and related at: polarispnt.space

Before the NTIA and US PNT Agencies

GWRS: for best, low interference and a[enua/on, LOS & NLOS networks in urban and indoor iPNT
and low-rate networks for geoloca/on, ground drones, search & rescue, smart ci/es and buildings…

MBRS: for broadcast data (for N-RTK for GPS/ GNSS high accuracy; other), 2-way comms, MB posi/oning
naviga/on & /ming (GPS independent) (“iPNT”), MB encryp/on, atmospheric science and predic/on…

Proprietary. v2.0 *
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Recep/on of the many key data services will be
via one-way broadcast, receivable in any radio
device, even consumer smart phones.

NTIA and FCC spectrum is available, and
otherwise is li[le used.

It will deliver n-RTK for precision GPS na/onwide.
It will also provide Posi/on, Naviga/on and Timing
services independent of GPS and far more secure
from sky or terrestrial a[acks. It will also improve
atmospheric and weather science that is much
needed, and provide other major beneﬁts.

With new radio, antenna and computer
techniques, this will enable ‘4G’ and ‘5G’ Meteor
Burst Radio Signaling services that are robust,
secure, con/nent wide with no coverage gaps, at
low-cost-of-coverage.

Billions of small meteoroids enter the atmosphere
daily, few large enough to be visible, and create nocost, ever-renewed, smart, plasma antenna arrays
in the sky, responsive to 25-55 MHz.

Advanced Meteor Burst Radio Signaling

h[p://www.oceanlight.com/log/category/new-work | light@yosemite.earth
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Meteor Burst Communica0on Technology
Meteor burst communica/on was discovered by the
military in the 1950's. NRCS implemented this technology
and developed SNOTEL in 1975. Meteor burst
communica/on uses the billions of sand sized par/cles (1
gram or larger) that burn up in the 50 to 80 mile high
region of the atmosphere to relay radio signals back to the
earth. This technique allows communica/on to take place
between remote sites and a master sta/on up to 1200
miles away. At the master sta/on, the remote site data is
checked for completeness. If so, an acknowledgment
message, returning over the same path, tells the remote
site not to transmit again during this polling period. The
en/re process takes place in less than a tenth of a second.
Meteor burst communica/on has proven to be extremely
reliable. From the master sta/ons, the data are sent via
telephone line to the NWCC Central Computer Facility.

h[p://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/publica/ons/Brieﬁng-Book/bb25.html

NRCS SNOTEL shows MBRS is
successful for NCRS’s cri/cal purpose.
Advanced MBRS discussed herein
may, under on plan, complement
SNOTEL in a ‘partnership’ – see les.

This is a slide below, also included here at the start to show that Meteor Burst Radio Signaling is well established as to basic principles and technology.
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This is derived from slides below, included here as an introduc/on.

Fig. 8 … view of the test facility. P0 and P1 are the 2
transmi0er posi0ons and R0 to R9 are various indoor and
outdoor regions traversed by the robot for data collec0on

1/19/16

Published online by ARL. Also in: IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, VOL. 63, NO. 6, JUNE 2015

alloca/on at low VHF….. [T]he primary alloca/on near 38 and 40 MHz is for Federal use…. The
simplicity of the channel, along with recent advances in the design of extremely miniaturized lower VHF
antennas, can be exploited in a large variety of signal processing and communica/ons applica/ons
including geoloca/on in GPS-denied environments and… in search-and-rescue opera/ons.

The lower VHF band has poten/al for low power, short-range
communica/ons, as well as for geoloca/on applica/ons, in both indoor and
urban environment.… both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) cases….
[T]he measured channels have a nearly ideal scalar a[enua/on and delay
transfer func/on, with minimal phase distor/on. Compared with higher VHF
and above, the measured short-range VHF channels do not exhibit small-scale
fading, which simpliﬁes communica/ons receiver signal processing, and
enables phase and amplitude based geoloca/on techniques.
The lower VHF band… sca[erers are small in terms of wavelength.[ ]
Consequently, strong penetra/on through mul/ple walls and buildings can be
achieved at rela/vely low power. Reﬂec/on, sca[ering, and diﬀrac/on
phenomena are drama/cally reduced, thereby greatly minimizing mul/path
fading, yielding a short-range channel that is LOSlike in terms of very slight
phase distor/on and delay spread. This liberates the system designer at low
VHF from the typically stringent requirements on power, system bandwidth,
and complex equaliza/on processing needed in ultra-high frequency (UHF) and
microwave based systems.…[D]ue to recent advances in antenna
miniaturiza/on techniques and the development of palm-sized lower VHF
antennas with good performance,[ ] interest in low power, low data rate
communica/ons in this band is increasing…. [I]n North America, there is a dual

by F T Dagefu, G Verma, C R Rao, P L Yu, J R Fink, B M Sadler, and K Sarabandi, Computa/onal & Informa/on Sciences
Directorate, ARL | K Sarabandi Dept of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Michigan

Low VHF Channel Measurements and Simula0ons in Indoor and Outdoor Scenarios

Low VHF Ground Wave Radio Signaling Networks
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Presenta/on context
• FCC and US have authority…

US PNT Agencies

What is MBRS, and Advanced MBRS
• US PNT (Posi/on, Naviga/on & Timing) and Federal Radionaviga/on Plan
• US DOA NCRS example - SNOTEL - 700+ sta/ons for environment monitoring
• Advanced MBRS and GPS are related
• DOA, NOAA, US GPS oﬃce (at DOC) should cooperate on MBRS including for ipPNT (GPS- independent precise Posi/on,
Naviga/on & Timing)

Why MBRS is unique and cri/cal including for na/onal security and produc/vity, by providing (see also 13 below)
• (i) GPS-independent pPNT (precise Posi/on, Naviga/on & Timing) underlying smart infrastructure and services
• (ii) ubiquitous wireless far more robust and survivable than any terrestrial, satellite or landline wireless
• (iii) the base-communica/on-founda/on for smart infrastructure, services, and environment monitoring and protec/on

US always has been and - may - remain leader in MBRS and GNSS
• This should be advanced, but if not pursued now seriously, Russia, China and others are advancing MBRS

Deployment of MBRS
• (a) NTIA-DOA-NOAA lead and preemp/on, (b) FCC coopera/on, and (c) nonproﬁt “private commons”
• Federal and coopera/ve State and local government have dedicated MBRS (VPN and otherwise), and others have
private commons (as FCC deﬁnes) access to create large demand and development (similar to DARPA model)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1/19/16

Introduc/on, need and goals

1.

See also POLARISPNT.SPACE
See footnote on the cover slide above,
regarding conﬁden/al addi/ons.

Advanced MBRS – what and why

In this v 1.0, some sec/ons below combine
a number of related outlined in this
Contents list. The list provided a useful
outline of topics covered in slides below.

I.

II. Advanced MBRS – how – technologies

I. Advanced MBRS – what and why

Sec/on Contents & Narra/ve

5
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Low VHF Noise reduc/on, and noise beneﬁts
• And why ~40 MHz (25-55 MHz) should primarily be for MBRS, augmented by terrestrial wireless in same and other ranges

9.

Why ipPNT (GPS-independent precise Posi/on, Naviga/on & Timing) is more important than radio communica/ons
• “Smart,” secure, stable systems are based on precision of /me and loca/on (how the Universe works)
• GPS and GNSS is not and cannot be suﬃciently secure from space and terrestrial a[acks – and needs a backup
• MBRS ipPNT can be coordinated with NIST /ming services, and any other GPS augmenta/on and backup

1/19/16

[Go to next page]

16. Integra/on of Advanced MBRS and lvGWRS for Ubiquitous Con/nental+ ipPNT.
• Same mobile transceivers, and the two solve urban and indoor RF NLOS inaccuracies and a[enua/on in higher bands

15. Substan/ally applicable cost beneﬁt studies- University of California Berkeley and others

14. Early phase commencement using exis/ng federal and TV sta/ons – nominal costs
• Second phase should and would not need them, but can con/nue to use for enhancement

13. Easy implementa/on in all ‘smart’ phones and other radio devices- vendors pay nominal costs

12. MBRS and na/onwide drone wireless – mutually beneﬁcial
• FAA applica/on: MBRS delivery of nRTK to drones for precise movements, and height and 2d boundary policing.
• MBRS can use drones with synchronized antennas for one- /and two- way MBRS signaling from/to master sta/ons

11.

10. Prac/cal /me now for Advanced MBRS
• Convergence of needs, with advances in computer, radio, antenna, and other tech, and projec/ons

Spectrum availability (and no other spectrum users aﬀected)
• NTIA spectrum, FCC licensed spectrum, TV low-band ‘white space’ spectrum, and other for passive MBRS radar
• Smart and cogni/ve basis - especially suitable in MBRS

8.

Sec/on Contents (con/nued)
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Integra/on of MBRS in ‘smart’ phones and other radio devices.

MBRS for ipPNT – GPS independent precise Posi/on Naviga/on and Timing.
In most all federal agency goals.

MBRS for pPNT via nRTK (network real /me kinema/c GPS/ GNSS).
In many all federal agency goals.

China and Russian MBRS work (mostly kept non public)

SDR remote transceivers to match the base arrays, and the ipPNT func/ons

Radio Astronomy and Earth Atmosphere (radar) base sta/on arrays and compu/ng

SDR tech and products for mul/ple purposes (base, remote, relay, and other radios)

Bi- and mul/-sta/c MBRS radar and related

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

See footnote on the cover
slide above, regarding
conﬁden/al addi/ons.

See also POLARISPNT.SPACE

In this v 1.0, some
sec/ons below combine a
number of related
outlined in this Contents
list. The list provided a
useful outline of topics
covered in slides below.

1/19/16

15. Low VHF Ground Wave Radio Signaling Networks (lvGWRS)
In US Army goals. Extensible to all federal and other government agencies.

14. MBRS in support of super wide area radio astronomy (adjacent frequencies).
In NSF Na/onal Radio Astronomy Observatory goals.

13. MBRS for earth atmosphere and weather predic/on, as as founda/on for possibly needed mi/ga/ng changes in Ionosphere
to counter global warming. In DOA and NOAA goals, and indirectly other federal agencies.

12. MBRS for encryp/on (of any signal)- beneﬁts over math-based encryp/on. In all Federal agency goals.

11. MBRS for GPS- or-be[er /ming (fully independent of GPS/ GNSS)

10. Passive MBRS radar (part of ipPNT) using TV and federal sta/on sta/ons

Advances in MBRS in recent periods (aser preceding “tradi/onal” MBRS).

1.

II. Advanced MBRS – technologies

Sec/on Contents (con/nued)
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Most of the below are excerpts from the documents named. Underlining is added. Online sources shown.

Comments below in boxes are added for further explana/on of the text and graphics, most of which are largely self explanatory in
context of the slides above, including the p. 3 chart, for the suitably informed reader.

The following slides primarily give informa/on on current advanced technology available as-is, or with reasonable adapta/on
given the scale involved.

For more capacity in high-use areas, other spectrum and networks would be used and integrated.

For the needed ubiquitous na/onwide pPNT, lowband VHF is needed. Nonproﬁt public- private commons are needed as well.

Wireless pPNT – radio signaling and data for precise posi/on, naviga/on and timing-- is far more important than more wireless
communica8ons. E.g., see www.terranautx.com. Also see www.polarisPNT.space.

MBRS can be used directly for pPNT (independent of GPS/ GNSS), and indirectly by delivering nRTK data and in other ways.

The various aspects of MBRS, and most of the technologies herein, are not well known. Explana/ons of the fundamentals and
details of each are in extensive public sources, many found by “googling.” While I provide substan/al explana/ons below, mostly
in Part I, a be[er understanding of this presenta/on requires addi/onal background knowledge.

Herein, ~40 MHz” and “40 MHz” means 25-55 MHz +/-, the ideal range for MBRS.

I prepared the website : www.terranautx.com. Hererin, I do not refer to any licensee or license in that website.

Warren Havens, the author of this presenta/on explains:

Introduc/on

Proprietary
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1
Introduc/on,
Need and Goals

I. Advanced Meteor Burst Radio Signaling (MBRS) – what and why
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[4] No hos/le party can knock these out or jam them, as is easy to do with GPS. MBRS is far more survivable even in a nuclear a[ack (surface, or high-al/tude
EMP to “fry” many electronics) or severe solar ﬂare or coronal mass ejec/on that also may “fry” these. This is explained in various US government studies and
private publica/ons, found online.

[3] And certain military super low frequency, very low data rate signaling through the earth and seas: not considered here.

[2] Troposca[er and HF primarily. But these have far more cost, antenna-size and other limita/ons vs. advanced MBRS.

[1] Thus, e.g., movement to commercial ‘5G’ is highly diﬃcult and costly. Government, even military government, wireless is further behind on its ‘5G’
including since the developments are so complex that it cannot keep up with the commercial sector.

Advanced MBRS 3d wireless will integrate easily with, and extend and protect, other wireless, in many ways, including but not limited to use of
and by drones. Advanced MBRS adds other beneﬁts shown below.

Advanced MBRS will provide 3d wireless because it is based on Ionospheric radio wave propaga/on, and it will be highly cost eﬀec/ve, and
spectrum eﬃcient, due to using the “free” billions of “smart antennas” in the Ionosphere that appear daily by plasma trails created by grainsized meteoroids that burn up in the Ionosphere crea/ng this plasma trail antennas.[4]

Based on Ionosphere heights, advanced MBRS will very cost eﬀec/vely cover everywhere, even in most remote areas and far oﬀshore (by 1,000
miles or so, and more with relays on ships and islands). The more it is used at base and remote sta/ons, the more capacity is generated. It can
deliver nRTK correc/ons (already for the most part available in the US land mass, via NOAA CORS, etc.) on broadcast basis to everyone at not
cost to recipient, and nominal total costs of delivery.

Advanced MBRS will provide 3d wireless na/onwide, Con/nental, and Intercon/nental (easily worldwide, when coordinated) in a highly cost
eﬀec/ve and secure manner, and provide LOS-based func/ons including GPS- independent Posi/on, Naviga/on and Timing (“ipPNT”) for a
founda/on of all “smart” cri/cal infrastructure and services.

The excep/ons are satellite communica/ons and lightly used low spectrum skywave communica/ons [2] [3]. 2d ﬂat-fuzzy wireless lacks the
height dimension and with it, LOS propaga/on, and with that, huge gains in ERP eﬀec/veness, signal-level predictability, ver/cal polariza/on,
and accurate /me transfer (GPS level or be[er) and thus the basis to securely [see 4] cure the fuzziness via pPNT.

Currently, the vast majority of wireless is ﬂat-earth bound and thus “2d,” and uses wave forms that are also 2d since OAM and similar 3d wave
forms cannot work well in NLOS 2d that predominates, and lacks precision in /me and space even in 2d (it is fuzzy). This “ﬂat” and “fuzzy”
wireless imposes severe limita/ons, as is imposed when someone cannot balance, see and hear well.[1]

Ubiquitous “3D Wireless” is needed, and Advanced MBRS should and can be its founda/on

Goal, Need, and Plan - 1
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7. A. 10. Via MB nanosecond /ming and MB plasma-trails’
unpredictable-characteris/cs-based encryp/on.

6. A. 8, 9. Also available now – see below.

5. A.7. Base Arrays: available, based on radio astronomy
and earth-atmosphere wide-area distributed phased array
advancements (essen/ally, computer tech applied to
simple antenna elements for super-gain, long-range receive
and radar).

4. A.6. Chips available and cost eﬀec/ve (below).

3. A.5. 2-Way: New-gen MB and terrestrial (below).

2. A. 4. Broadcast: Digital Radio Modiale for terrestrial, and
one-way next-gen MB for MB Links.

Range, and RF Redundancy, and Link Redundancy are by
mid-VHF long range terrestrial Links, and 25-55 MHz Paging
super long range terrestrial and skywave Meteor Burst
(MB) RF Links.

1. A. 1-3. The A.1 the Spectrum: government has it.
Private, including private nonproﬁt can partner.

C – Polaris PNT Solu8on -

Pages below give details

1/19/16

* ‘40’ MHz* means 25-55 MHz. / Terranautx is at www.terranautx.com but we do not put some, conﬁden8al data there. / The “Private Commons” herein means what the FCC
means by this.

High redundant encryp/on (Encryp/on)

Remote radios ﬁxed and mobile mesh
nets (Mesh)

Improved remote radio antennas
(iAntennas) including phased Mesh

Super-gain base antenna arrays (Base
Arrays)

Chips for core func/ons (Chips)

BoC 2-way links over Range (2-Way)

BoC (best of class) data broadcast links
over Range (Broadcast)

3. Others, except higher levels in the US
PNT (GPS and related) community,
have not understood precise Posi/on,
Naviga/on & Timing or pPNT and why
it is the essen/al need for eﬀec/ve and
secure Func/ons described above.
As in quantum physics, space
(loca/on) –/me (thus naviga/on) is
the founda/on or ﬁeld of ma[erenergy-observers).

2. A. 1-10. Takes too much long-term
foresight, research, development.
Does not ﬁt in commercial or
government business models of any
other en/ty or coordinated group.

Spectrum redundancy (RF Redundancy)

Link propaga/on redundancy (Links
Redundancy)

1. A.1. No one has taken the /me and
eﬀort but the this group.

B - Problems to date (industry- markets)
(keyed to #’s under A)

Na/onwide RF spectrum (Spectrum) for
super range (Range) RF links (Links)

Robust and nanosecond synchronized:

A - Physical RF & Technical Needs

Func8ons: pPNT-based: (1) GPS-GNSS alterna8ve PNT, (2) natural-environment ‘infrastructure’ (terrestrial & atmosphere), (3) manmade
infrastructure including ITS (intelligent transporta8on systems), (4) drones (air & ground), (5) improved Ionospheric science, & weather predic8on,
& engineering (if needed), (6) whitespace broadband, (7) emergency response, (8) encryp8on security, (9) 5G+ commercial wireless.

Goal & Need: Na8onwide (i) RF private commons, accessible by all, as the founda8on of Precise Infrastructure, which is precise Posi8on,
Naviga8on & Timing (pPNT) that augments GPS-GNSS, but is independent, and has high security and robustness. (ii) Secured federal-use capacity.

Goal, Need, and Plan - 2
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MHz range (herein, ‘40’ MHz) [1]

• 40 MHz - means the ~ 25 - 55

Among available bands is n-LMS, 14 MHz in bandwidth, for government ITS networks.

1/19/16

[3]
E.g., “LOFAR” which means the Low Frequency Array for radio astronomy and certain atmospheric and terrestrial science.
“EISTAT” means the European Incoherent Sca[er radar facili/es, for atmosphere and ionosphere science and predic/on, and
other purposes. These and other similar facili/es, some also noted below, including “KAIRA”, use sosware deﬁned radios and
antennas that may be adapted for radio base-sta/on transceivers for expanded purposes, as discussed herein. In abbreviated
form, like technologies can be used in remote radio devices, some presented below.

[2]

[1]
Private and federal spectrum surveys show that a lot of spectrum in this range under NTIA OSM rights, is not in use, and
may be available in some may be available in public-private partnerships with federal agencies via NTIA OSM authoriza/on, as we
plan.

Notes

------------

The same phased array,[3] chip, & other tech is at hand for all 3 ranges for the wireless systems for the Func/ons described
on page 3 above (together, the “Systems”):

• 900 MHz - means the ~ 700 - 1200 MHz range [2]

MHz range

• 200 MHz - means the ~ 130 - 235

Certain Terms
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2
Presenta/on Context

I. Advanced Meteor Burst Radio Signaling (MBRS) – what and why
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In sum: the FCC, and equally the NTIA, and certainly Congress, should protect, for its public-interest purposes,
presenta/on of relevant ideas and informa/on by interested persons, and remove any barriers. This needed
government-purpose protec/on - is in addi8on to - private-purpose First Amendment speech and pe//oning.

The above is based on The Supremacy Clause clause, Ar/cle VI of the U.S. Cons/tu/on and related exclusive federal
jurisdic/on and preemp/on. The above also assumes First Amendment law.

See also 28 USC §1498 and its origin: no one can block any US agency from using patented tech, even that may violate
state law contract rights.

“… [I]n…WOW v. Johnson, supra…. [w]e understand the Supreme Court to have held that, in taking steps to place a
ma[er before the Commission, a court can neither prohibit interested par/es from making arguments to the Commission
concerning the merits of the ma[er nor infringe in any way the Commission's exclusive, jurisdic/on over licensing
ma[ers. See … WOW v. Johnson, supra at 130-31. The Superior Court's ac/ons here have not interfered with Arecibo's
right to assert before the Commission any argument regarding the assignment applica/ons, and the court speciﬁcally les
to the Commission the determina/on of all public interest issues which might be raised by the applica/ons.”

Ci/ng WOW, the FCC Commission stated in In re Arecibo, FCC 85-462, 101 F.C.C.2d 545:

“… [T]he…Commission's [FCC’s] power of gran/ng, revoking and transferring licenses involves proper applica/on …
that determine "public convenience, interest, or necessity."…[T]he Nebraska [state court] decree orders…the return of
the [FCC] license…. Equally does it prevent WOW from opposing a return…. These are restric/ons…upon the licensing
system which Congress established…. [B]y controlling the conduct of par/es before the … Commission, the court below
reached …into ma[ers that do not belong to it…. Accordingly, the judgment is reversed….”

The US Supreme Court stated in WOW v Johnson, 326 U.S. 120 (“WOW”):

Public records show a constrained context of this presenta/on. There are ac/ons to remove the constraints which, in
part involve the following principles of law.

Context
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Naviga/on & Timing

& Federal Radionaviga/on Plan

* Posi/on,

3
PNT
US PNT* Agencies

I. Advanced Meteor Burst Radio Signaling (MBRS) – what and why
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The advanced MBRS proposed herein would provide a con/nent-wide founda/on of Posi/on, Naviga/on and Timing (PNT) func/onality that
augments, but also operates in fully independent mode, to the space-based and terrestrial PNT func/ons depicted above. It also would provide
increased MBRS encryp/on to substan/ally improve security, and be more robust and resilient in any space or terrestrial a[ack versus.

From the 2015 Federal Radionaviga/on Plan: see next page.
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[marked excerpts ]

The advanced MBRS proposed herein would provide for what is underlined
above: a con/nent-wide founda/on of Posi/on, Naviga/on and Timing (PNT)
func/onality that augments, but also operates in fully independent mode, to the
space-based and terrestrial PNT func/ons in this plan (depicted in page above). It
also would provide increased MBRS encryp/on to substan/ally improve security,
and be more robust and resilient in any space or terrestrial a[ack versus.

h[p://www.navcen.uscg.gov/pdf/FederalRadionaviga/onPlan2014.pdf
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4-7
What is MBRS
and Advanced MBRS

I. Advanced Meteor Burst Radio Signaling (MBRS) – what and why
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Note: Above excerpts are from: h[p://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/publica/ons/Brieﬁng-Book/bb25.html.

Meteor Burst Communica0on Technology
Meteor burst communica/on was discovered by the
military in the 1950's. NRCS implemented this technology
and developed SNOTEL in 1975. Meteor burst
communica/on uses the billions of sand sized par/cles (1
gram or larger) that burn up in the 50 to 80 mile high
region of the atmosphere to relay radio signals back to the
earth. This technique allows communica/on to take place
between remote sites and a master sta/on up to 1200
miles away. At the master sta/on, the remote site data is
checked for completeness. If so, an acknowledgment
message, returning over the same path, tells the remote
site not to transmit again during this polling period. The
en/re process takes place in less than a tenth of a second.
Meteor burst communica/on has proven to be extremely
reliable. From the master sta/ons, the data are sent via
telephone line to the NWCC Central Computer Facility.

Maps of NRCS SNOTEL remote sta/ons are on following pages.

Note. NRCS SNOTEL shows MBRS is
successful for NCRS’s cri/cal purpose.
Advanced MBRS discussed herein
may, under on plan, complement
SNOTEL in a ‘partnership’ – see les.
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mapping tool, on 12-28-14. I unchecked “ac/ve sites only,” since doing so showed a few more sta/ons (those apparently not “ac/ve” at this date).

Note: This shows the current MBRS-based SCAN and SNOTEL sta/ons (SCAN is described below). SNOTEL - 900 sta/ons. SCAN - 228 sta/ons (see
legend bo[om les). The next slide displays all of these NRCS “Networks” sta/ons in the legend. The map was generated at the NRCS online interac/ve
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since doing so showed a few more sta/ons (those apparently not “ac/ve” at this date).

Note: This shows the current MBRS-based SCAN and SNOTEL sta/ons, and all other of these NRCS “Networks” sta/ons in the legend. Cost eﬀec8ve
advanced MBRS as described herein could serve all these, and tens of thousand or more, sta8ons to monitor and protect the environment, get data
for beier predic8on and regula8on, etc. The map was generated at the NRCS online interac/ve mapping tool, on 12-28-14. I unchecked “ac/ve sites only,”
25
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The advanced MBRS
presented in these slides
can assist and expand SCAN
and SNOTEL, among other
federal and federal-goal
programs.

SCAN is like SNOTEL – both
use MBRS and both are by
DOA NRCS.

US DOA NRSC presented its
meteor-burst
communica/on (an aspect
of MBRS) SCAN system and
expansion plan.

Note: This was a major
interna/onal conference on
the topic at top les- and,
now even more cri/cal, with
increasing evidence of
“global warming” in high
probability to stop the
causes and eﬀects.
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* Above from the proceedings of the 2006 conference. A map of the current, end-2015, SCAN sta/ons is on a slide several slides above.

Under the proposed full implementa/on of SCAN, more than 1,000 new remote sites would be added (USDA-NRCS, 2004). This would
be accomplished by (1) integra/ng informa/on from exis/ng soil-climate data networks and (2) establishing new data collec/on points
through partnerships with Federal, state, local, and tribal en//es. This design will support natural resource assessments and
conserva/on ac/vi/es well into the 21st century; however, the full implementa/on of SCAN is dependant upon addi/onal funding.

The current network is comprised of 113 sta/ons, which are located in 39 states (Figure 1).

Federal agencies involved,
here- DOA, would
primarily provide radio
spectrum and some core
wireless network facili/es,
and the private sides
would provide Capex and
Opex capital, and other
recourses needed.

The advanced MBRS
presented in these slides
can assist with this
planned* expansion of
MBRS-based SCAN,
including by the proposed
public/ private-nonproﬁt /
private “partnerships’, and
strong economic viability.
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The CORS network is a mul/-purpose coopera/ve endeavor involving government, academic, and private organiza/ons. The sites are independently owned and
operated. Each agency shares their data with NGS, and NGS in turn analyzes and distributes the data free of charge. As of August 2015, the CORS network
almost 2,000 sta/ons, contributed by over 200 diﬀerent organiza/ons, and the network. con/nues to expand.

Surveyors, GIS users, engineers, scien/sts, and the public at large that collect GPS data can use CORS data to improve the precision of their posi/ons. CORS
enhanced post-processed coordinates approach a few cen/meters rela/ve to the Na/onal Spa/al Reference System, both horizontally and ver/cally.

The Na/onal Geode/c Survey (NGS), an oﬃce of NOAA's Na/onal Ocean Service, manages a network of Con/nuously Opera/ng Reference Sta/ons (CORS) that
provide Global Naviga/on Satellite System (GNSS) data consis/ng of carrier phase and code range measurements in support of three dimensional posi/oning,
meteorology, space weather, and geophysical applica/ons throughout the United States, its territories, and a few foreign countries.

(5) Improve CORS data by
MBRS mul/sta/c radar
detec/on and predic/on of
Ionospheric condi/ons.

(4) use the CORS data for
MBRS ipPNT (GPS- independent pPNT).

(3) more secure wireless, and
redundancy, and lower cost,

(2) deliver CORS data to rover
devices with nRTK GPS-GNSS
equipment (in Real-Time
Networks) for precise Posi/on,
Naviga/on and Timing
applica/ons (pPNT),

(1) provide wireless data links
to CORS sta/ons to transmit
data to the networks involved,

Advanced MBRS presented in
these slides can:

h[p://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/
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Note: Copy at: h[p://arxiv.org/pdf/1505.02366.pdf / Other depic/ons of MBRS elements are provided below.

h[p://www.ije/e.org/ar/cles/IJETIE_201518006.pdf

----* E.g.

This is supported by assump/ons using
best-available MBRS system parameter
data and what-if calcula/ons.

The advanced MBRS outlined herein
probably exceeds 1,000-fold in total
performance and value as compared to
“tradi/onal” or modestly augmented
MBRS found in most all papers on MBRS.

Tradi/onal MBRS is all that can be found
in coherent form in public records, even
current papers.* I have found
indica/ons of “advanced” MBRS in
development in China and Russia, but
the details do not appear to be
publicized, and the authors and
ins/tu/ons do not respond to my
inquires. In any case, I believe I have a
more full and eﬀec/ve approach
outlined herein.

Meteor Burst Communica/ons: Theory
and Prac/ce, Donald L Schilling, editor.
Wiley, 1993. See following pages.

Note: The most complete work on
“tradi/onal” MBRS is:
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Figure 2.1
Comets and Asteroids as the source of Meteoroids

Meteor trails are formed when /ny par/cles, maybe the size of a
grain of sand or smaller (see Figure 2.3) impact the Earth’s
upper atmosphere at a height of around 90km and generate a

What are they – where do they come from?
There are two main sources of small par/cle debris that
cons/tute meteoroids….asteroids and comets…. Figure 2.1.

The vaporized material and ionized air play a large part in
reﬂec/ng electromagne/c waves at radio frequencies – thus
enabling their detec/on by VHF radar.

strong shock wave in the air. There is a huge temperature
diﬀeren/al generated across the shock boundary and the radiant
heat vaporizes the surface of the par/cle. This causes the
abla/on of the par/cle and ioniza/on of the atoms of the
material….

Figure 2.3
Example of a Meteoroid Par/cle

Meteor trails

Meteors

Detec/on of Meteors by RADAR
© Dr David Morgan 2011
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Figure 3.3 Wave interac/on with the Ioniza/on Trail

Figure 4.4 Reﬂec/on from a meteor trail

Here we examine the way the incident radar wave interacts with the ionized trail. In Figure 3.3 we see the wave approaching a stream of
ionized par/cles represented by a mix of posi/ve ions, nega/ve electrons and neutral molecules. It is only the electrons that respond
signiﬁcantly to the electric ﬁeld in the incident wave. The ions are heavy and do not move a signiﬁcant amount and play li[le part in reradia/on of the pulse. The neutral molecules carry no net charge and cannot interact with the wave electric ﬁeld. The strength of the
returned signal is dependent on…electron density in the trail… this varies with /me, so does the signal strength.
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I edited a textbook for … Wiley on Meteor Burst Communica/ons,
which dealt with that whole area.

Aser the adap/ve delta modulator I became involved in meteor
burst communica/ons, which was a wireless system used to
transmit signals beyond the line of sight, using the meteor channel.
Meteors are formed all the /me, and we bounced our waves oﬀ of
the meteors. If you do it right, you can get con/nual voice. A lot of
this was done for the Air Force in Anchorage, where they
transmi[ed between Anchorage and Kozebue, which is a city in
Alaska right oﬀ the Russian border across the Bering Sea. It was a
lookout sta/on, and there was no real ionosphere to communicate
back and forth, so they communicated oﬀ the meteors. We built the
equipment and demonstrated that con/nual voice could actually be
achieved if it was done properly. We had an adap/ve system.

I co-authored 12 texts and more than 200 papers. I advised more
than 75 Ph.D. students, many of who wrote their Ph.D. disserta/ons
on CDMA related topics. In the 1960's I was involved with adap/ve
delta modula/on, a voice digi/za/on technique which was used by
the military at that /me; it is s/ll used to perform analog to digital
conversions…. I did the work ini/ally for NASA, then aser NASA I did
it for the Army, and then for several other government agencies.

Part 1 From: h[p://ethw.org/Oral-History:Donald_Schilling

.

Part 1 below is from Mr. Shilling’s oral history
Part 2 below has experts from the book

-----------------

Meteor Burst Communica/ons:
Theory and Prac/ce
Donald L Schilling, editor. Wiley, 1993

Ionized trails were found to have a life/me of only a few tenths
of a second, crea/ng the need for rapid exchange of
communica/on. The transmission rate had to be very fast (a burst
of data if you will) to take advantage of the ionized trail. Hence
the term "meteor burst" was coined. [U]n/l the availability of
integrated solid-state micro-computers, meteor burst as a
communica/on medium was not considered prac/cal except for
slow-speed data.... * * * * These short-lived… signals, or meteor
bursts, may last from several milliseconds to many seconds.

From the 1950s through the 1970s, meteor burst technology was
studied and actual tests were conducted to determine the
feasibility of using the meteor trails to an advantage. The result of
that research produced some interes/ng informa/on....

Discovered in 1935 by a gentleman named Skellet, the
technology was considered antediluvian in face of the then current
communica/on systems.... Skellet found that when a meteor
entered the earth's atmosphere, the denser air caused the meteor
to heat up and eventually burn, crea/ng an ionized trail. He
discovered that the ionized trail could be used to bounce a radio
signal back to earth. Scien/sts have known for decades that the
earth is con/nually bombarded by meteors…. One hundred billion
meteors have been es/mated to enter or pass through the earth's
atmosphere in a 24-hour period.

....Today, we know that to be true because man has walked on the
moon, space travel has become… common…, high-energy lasers
are used in the medical…and other areas, communica/on satellites
carry voice and data circuits to all points of the globe, and there is
meteor burst technology. Meteor burst technology? [“MB”] What's
this? Are we burs/ng meteors? No, just another communica/ons
medium…un/l the early 1970s…virtually ignored.

Part 2

Note: The advanced MBRS outlined herein probably exceeds 1,000-fold in performance and value as compared to “tradi/onal” or
modestly augmented MBRS found in most all papers on MBRS, including the most advanced MBRS described in this 1993 book.
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The Alaska Na/onal Guard recently installed a MB system that /es
the headquarters to remote loca/ons throughout the state. Again,
the cost of acquiring a MB system is considerably less than that of
other systems, especially in the Alaskan environment. Other
countries are now looking into the beneﬁts of a MB system for
speciﬁc applica/ons, applica/ons where great distances are involved
and civil engineering support is too costly for other remote systems.
A MB system has been installed between Sondres- trom AB and
Thule AB, Greenland. The north-south link operates be- tween 45
and 104MHz. The system is a test bed to inves/gate performance
during polar cap absorp/on (PCA) events.
…Popular Mechanics that described a MB system for truckers….

The Alaskan Air Command was the ﬁrst to install a high-powered,
8kb voice-synthesized MB system as an opera/onal commun-ica/on
medium. Uniquely designed, it supports the opera/onal
requirements for Air Sovereignty in Alaska. Other uses may come to
light that will parallel those of the Alaska Air Command. However,
there will always be a need for inexpensive data systems within the
military and in industry. Currently, NORAD is tes/ng a C3 meteor
burst network that will connect the Con/nental United States,
Alaska and Canada.

Signal dura/on depends on trail line density, ini/al radius, diﬀusion
rate, electron a[achment and the state of upper atmospheric winds.
Digital communica/ons is possible during these brief, intermi[ent
meteor bursts, thus forming the basis for an over-the-horizon digital
radio link. Since persistent meteoric ioniza/on useful for trail-sca[er
occurs between 80 and 120 km above the earth's surface, maximum
propaga/on distances of 2400 km are possible. The maximum
usable distance for communica/ons, however, is generally below
2000 km because of earth blockage, terrain obstruc/ons, and
antenna pa[ern ground tuck. The /me dependence of the trailsca[ered RSL depends on the electron volume density in the meteor
trail as well as atmospheric parameters.... * * * *

In terms of cost, survivability, and intrusion resistance, meteor
burst is hard to beat. Furthermore, it has that special Buck Rogers
mys/que… how else MB can be used.

One only need analyze the basic informa/on requirement, that is,
life-cycle and /me-to-live needs, to make decisions in choosing a
baseline communica/ons medium. Immediate update is not always
the best answer to an equa/on…. In spite of the popular demand for
more speed, systems like meteor burst s/ll ﬁll special applica/on
needs. Certainly, MB systems can be designed to perform as quickly
as other systems through the use of new products now available in
today's market.

It is true that faster is be[er in terms of system processing /mes….
However, there are applica/ons where "instant" is not part of the
vocabulary. The Alaska SNOTEL net is a good example.
Meteorological informa/on is required on a regular basis; however,
it is collected over a 24-h period. A slow data base update is
acceptable and is tailored to the data collec/on requirement. The
prerequisite for that system is that the data must get through in a
/mely manner.…

In the tac/cal arena, small portable transceivers could be used by
the military in a variety of applica/ons such as resupply nets, status
of forces nets, intelligence nets, and others. The Navy could make
use of a MB unit that was released under water and brought to the
surface by buoy. This applica/on would enable communica/ons
while minimizing detec/on. An oil plaÇorm out in the middle of a
sea is the ideal applica/on for MB. Red Cross and Civil Defense
organiza/ons could use portable MB systems to provide logis/c
support during natural disasters such as earthquake, ﬂood, and ﬁre.
Alarm systems, emergency or logis/cal networks, and similar
systems could be provided in remote loca/ons at a frac/on of the
cost of comparable systems. Anywhere there is a need for data, MB
is an inexpensive alterna/ve that warrants considera/on. The
applica/ons are limitless and await only the imagina/on of the farsighted.... * * * *
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The advanced MBRS outlined in this PPT would have more advanced master base sta/on and remote
radios that are at issue in the text above and indicated by some of the drawings below.

The following depic/ons are also (as are the introductory text excerpts above) from the book: Meteor
Burst Communica/ons: Theory and Prac/ce . Donald L Schilling, editor. Wiley, 1993
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Diurnal varia/on in meteor rate

Seasonal varia/on in meteor rate
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Closely spaced receivers in common footprint

Remote radio antennas is suﬃciently close proximity can be linked and synchronized to improve signal to noise ra/os, and to
have more meteor-trail events (in ‘(a)’ and longer /me per event (in ‘(b)’). Each remote radio can also have phased
receiver/ antennas, as explained on one slide herein from an engineer at the KAIRA radio facility.

Spaced receivers in unique footprints
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Figure 3.16 (b) Stand-oﬀ master sta/on

Typically, for a base sta/on on or near a
coastline or other territorial border to cover
oﬀshore or beyond the border (with any
permissions needed by another jurisdic/on).

Figure 3.16 (a) Centrally-located master sta/on

Typically, for a base sta/on well inland
to cover in all or many direc/ons. With base
sta/on antenna arrays, the array could
simultaneously cover in many direc/ons.
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Link geometry for meteor trail-sca[er

Mo/on of the ground illumina/on region
due to trail forma/on and decay
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Abstract
The concept of coded con/nuous wave meteor radar is
introduced. The radar uses a con/nuously transmi[ed
pseudo-random waveform, which has several advantages:
coding avoids range aliased echoes, which are osen seen with
commonly used pulsed specular meteor radars (SMRs);
con/nuous transmissions maximize pulse compression gain,
allowing opera/on with signiﬁcantly lower peak transmit
power; the temporal resolu/on can be changed aser
performing a measurement, as it does not depend on pulse
spacing; and the low signal to noise ra/o allows mul/ple
geographically separated transmi[ers to be used in the same
frequency band without signiﬁcantly interfering with each
other. The la[er allows the same receiver antennas to be
used to receive mul/ple transmi[ers. The principles of the
signal processing are discussed, in addi/on to discussion of
several prac/cal ways to increase computa/on speed, and
how to op/mally detect meteor echoes. Measurements from
a campaign performed with a coded con/nuous wave SMR
are shown and compared with two standard pulsed SMR
measurements.

Received: 29 June 2015 – Accepted: 8 July 2015 – Published: 30 July 2015
Correspondence to: J. Vierinen (x@mit.edu)
Published by Copernicus Publica/ons on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.

The main advantages of a coded CW SMR are: (a) it can
operate with less peak power, (b) it is suitable for a large scale
mul/-sta/c radar network, (c) it does not suﬀer from the
range-Doppler ambiguity problem, (d) there is no inherent
limit to /me resolu/on, and (e) it is less suscep/ble to false
detec/ons due to radio interference when compared with
pulsed systems. The la[er is possible since the pulse-like
interferences would be 25 spread in range and Doppler in the
decoding process. We would like to stress the suitability for a
large scale-mul/-sta/c radar network. Not only would the low
power transmiÖng systems with coded wave forms be more
friendly with other radio users in nearby-bands, but also the

The type of meteor radar described in this paper would be
suited for use in a large scale mul/-sta/c network of meteor
radar transmi[ers and receivers. …. For example, a
con/nuous transmission would result in 14 dB of increased
signal processing gain when compared to a pulsed system
with a duty-cycle 25 of 4.4%. This addi/onal gain can be either
used to increase the ﬁdelity of measured signals, or to reduce
the peak transmit power requirements of a meteor radar
system, in order to e.g., reduce the cost of a radar system….

J. Vierinen1, J. L. Chau2, N. Pfeﬀer2, M. Clahsen2, and G. Stober2
1 MIT Haystack Observatory, Route 40 WesÇord, 01469 MA, USA
2 Leibniz Ins/tute of Atmospheric Physics (IAP), Schloss Str. 6, 18225 Kühlungsborn, Germany

Coded con0nuous wave meteor radar
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Figure 1. A depic0on of a mul0-sta0c meteor radar network with mul0ple
transmiQers and mul/ple interferometric receivers. Each transmit-receiver
pair observes meteors that match the specular condi/on, which is usually not
met between two diﬀerent transmit-receiver paths, and therefore to ﬁrst
order, each transmit-receiver path observes an independent set of meteor
trails.

1/19/16

We have described the concept of a coded CW specular meteor radar, which can be used to build a large scale mul/-sta/c
network of meteor radars, in which each single frequency receiver can listen to all of the transmi[ers that are within vicinity.
The only restric/on is that the transmi[er cannot be extremely close to the receiver. Our measurement campaign results
indicate that the 30W coded CW meteor radar is nearly as sensi/ve as a standard pulsed meteor radar with 15kW of peak
power and 770W of average power. …

Conclusions

We have shown that with modest CW system
transmiÖng 30W average power, one can obtain
results not too diﬀerent from those obtained
with standard pulsed transmi[er. Already the
exis/ng prototype used to demonstrate the
principle of coded CW SMR could be used to
derive winds in the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere. We expect that be[er results, i.e.,
more meteor counts, could be easily obtained by
increasing the transmi[er power; or by adding
more transmi[ers and receivers to measure the
same volume.

receiving systems could be simpliﬁed, by allowing
the recep/on of mul/ple transmi[ers on the
same antenna and same frequency. The
separa/on of the diﬀerent transmi[ed signals
would be done by knowing the code of each
transmi[er site.

(Con/nued)

Coded con0nuous wave meteor radar
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Comment: See underlined items. MBC can
be used on aircras. This ar/cle is about what
may be called ﬁrst genera/on MBC. We plan
much more advanced MBC, using much
wider channels, newer wave forms, and
many other improvements, some indicated
above. This more advanced MBC can be used
on drones, especially larger ones, and those
in wireless mesh networks that can
synchronize antennas for gains.

Reference 6
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. . .
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The inves/ga/on of the meteor channel precision characteris/cs, signal and equipment errors, and results of the comparison algorithm
analysis and synthesis carried out recently have shown that the method’s possibili/es are far from having reached its limit.

45 MHz,
200 kHz,
<1 ns. error,
with vast of
improvement
les.

* ….. At present the RCM, along with the methods using transportable quantum clocks (TQC) and satellite radio naviga/on systems (GPS,
GLONASS), ensures the comparison error of the order of tens of nanoseconds. In this case the RCM surpasses the indicated methods in
such characteris/cs as measurement produc/vity, self-suﬃciency, opera/on, eﬃciency, concealment, and stability to ionospheric
perturba/ons….

Results of Radio Meteor Comparison of Scales of the Russian UTC (SU) and Ukrainian UTC (UA) Time Standards, V. Bavikina, Y. Koval, and
A. Tkachuk, Kharkov State Technical University of Radio Electronics, Ukraine …………………175

Editor Lee A. Breakiro. U.S. Naval Observatory Proceedings of a mee/ng sponsored by the U.S. Naval Observatory, the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the U.S. Air Force Oﬃce of Scien/ﬁc Research, the Defense Informa/on Systems Agency,
and the U.S. Coast Guard Naviga/on Center. November 2001
…..
Phase Radio meteor Equipment for Time and Frequency Standards Comparison, S. Kundjukov, V. Bavykiha, Y. Koval, and Trambovetskiy,
Kharkov State Technical University of Radio Electronics, Ukraine………………………163 *
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As described earlier, meteor cryptography requires
that the transmi[ed signals contain only
coordinates of the communica/ng points and their
/me scales. The keys are generated speciﬁcally
for par/cular communicants by measuring the
phases of signals transmi[ed in opposite direc/ons
and sca[ered by meteor trails with random spa/al
and temporal posi/ons. These keys are visible
only for communicants, they are used once and can
not be predicted, bought or stolen. However this
use of the meteor channel makes two working
modes necessary: /me transfer and key genera/on.
In order to es/mate the capacity of meteor key
genera/on channel we ﬁrst introduce a simpler
problem of achieving the most of the possible key
bits by measuring the full random wave propaga/on
/me with carrier frequency phase ambiguity
resolved. The key genera/on channel capacity
depends here only on the proper/es of meteor trails,
synchroniza/on precision and random por/on
of wave propaga/on /me. The decision of switching
from /me-transfer mode into measurement
of signal propaga/on /me is made here by the
threshold value of /me-scale shis es/mate error.

distribute the rare and short intervals of channel
existence to successfully and eﬃciently perform
both high precision /me transfer and genera/on of
naturally random key sequence.

Comment. See following page for more ar/cles on this meteor burst channel secure long-distance encryp/on that is more
secure than mathema/cal methods. This, by itself, makes meteor burst signaling of cri/cal importance, especially given its
low cost. All modern telecom and other public and governmental electronic-informa/on systems require highly secure
encrypted systems. This is a core na/onal security ma[er.

Secure encryp/on key dissemina/on required by modern methods of cryptography is one of the
acute problems for today’s technology. The main obstacle here is the lack of fully cryptographic
means for long-distance key transfer. The importance of this problem lies in the fact that informa/on
protec/on is achieved by mathema/cal methods, based on pseudo-random sequences and
random encryp/on keys. These methods are not proven to be unbreakable “in principle” and considering
modern means of cryptanalysis aided by supercomputers, might fail given /me, money
or both. Guaranteed protec/on of informa/on can be achieved only by frequent change of keys,
what makes the key change procedure one of the most important technical problems. There are
two ways of channel-based informa/on protec/on currently in ac/ve development that can be
used for key dissemina/on: quantum cryptography [1] and meteor cryptography [2, 3]. Quantum
cryptography uses the uncertainty principle and currently is ac/vely developed for applica/on in
ﬁberop/c channels. It is based on possibility to detect eavesdropping in such a channel. Meteor
cryptography uses randomness of spa/al parameters of the wave-reﬂec/ng trail together with mirroring
condi/ons for the par/cular pair of communicants and good phase reciprocity of radio wave
propaga/on. This method provides genera/on of “nature–supplied” encryp/on keys exclusively—
even though radio waves are used—for two communicants located at distances up to 2000 km.
Meteor cryptography claims to guarantee informa/on protec/on against eavesdropping by remote
cryptanalyst because in such a system the informa/on containing the keys is [sic] not transmi[ed. The
keys are generated in receiving antennas. . . .
. . . Meteor encryp/on key genera/on is based
on nanosecond /me scale synchroniza/on and high meteor channel reciprocity [13] that makes possible
two-way carrier phase /me transfer measurements, with radio wave propaga/on parameters
varying for diﬀerent meteor trails in the range of 1 μs. High /me scale synchroniza/on precision
allows to perform measurements of random components of current wave propaga/on parameters
varying from trail to trail and use them as elements of key in Vernam cypher, thus providing perfect
encryp/on according to Shannon’s theorem [14]. Key genera/on procedure may not be performed
on meteor trails used for /me transfer, as /me scale shis measurement gives away informa/on
about current wave propaga/on /me in the response signal. The important ques/on is how to

INTRODUCTION

V. A. Korneev, V. V. Sidorov, and L. A. Epictetov. Kazan State University, Kazan, Russia. October 7, 2007.
Automa/on and Remote Control, 2008, Vol. 69, No. 6, pp. 1065–1076. c Pleiades Publishing, Ltd., 2008

Informa8on Protec8on Based on Nanosecond Synchroniza8on of Time Scales in Meteor Burst Channel
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Disaster Reduc/on Applica/ons of Wireless WAN based on
Meteor Burst Communica/ons – Beijing Starrycom Tech.

****

May 25-30, 2014
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(and no other spectrum users aﬀected)

8
Spectrum availability

I. Advanced Meteor Burst Radio Signaling (MBRS) – what and why
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Above tables from: h[ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_American_television_frequencies

Above charts from: h[ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Television_channel_frequencies#/media/File:VHF_Usage.svg

TV channel and frequencies in US. Below slides discuss use of some of these TV Channels’ spectrum for MBRS, for some direct use, and some passive use.
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Reference 14

Poten/ally, MBRS for or in
partnership with federal agencies
may be able to directly use
Channels 3 and 4 spectrum also,
under rule waivers for good cause
that I believe can easily be shown,
along lines of the notes in the page
above.

From: Wireless Sensor Networking
over White Spaces, by A. Saifullah,
C. Lu at Washington University, and
J. Liu, R. Chandra, S. Sankar at
Microsos Research.
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Above maps generated here: h[p://whitespaces.spectrumbridge.com/WhiteSpaceSearch/interac/ve-map.aspx (The star was embedded there by spectrum bridge not us.)

TV channel 2, from: 54-60 MHz. These signals can be received along with Part 22 low VHF VHF ~40 MHz signals in phased arrays for MBRS, including for ipPNT, pPNT, and other
applica/ons, especially in the phased arrays. See slides above. This spectrum may be used for “TV White Space” (“TVWS”) ﬁxed radios communica/ng with other ﬁxed radios.
FCC rule 47 CFR §15.707(b). This this regard: (1) The MBRS base sta/ons are best located, due to MBRS’s intrinsic nature, far away fro the urban areas, and few other areas of
these TV Channel 2 sta/ons. (2) MBRS remote ﬁxed receivers can easily comply with TVWS rules, and will osen be in remote areas. (3) The vast majority of the MBRS mobile
remote receivers, and the most cri/cal mobile applica/ons, will be on broadcast basis, receiver only in the remote device, and there are no limita/ons in TVWS rules for
receive-only devices. (4) MBRS use of this spectrum, in this manner, will be supplemental to dedicated exclusive spectrum as proposed herein (some federal, and some other)
and any interference to the MBRS remote radios will only decrease the data rate, not the reliability or data rate for cri/cal func/ons. (5) MBRS as described herein will have
probably unmatched intrinsic and engineered-in means to minimize interference from any sources, and thus this “extra” data rate or capacity will be close to fully available.
Thus, use of 54-60 MHz for MBRS under TVWS rules will be highly compa/ble with the purpose of TVWS rulemaking (to increase intelligent use of the spectrum na/onwide, in
non-interfering manner, including for new advanced applica/ons, etc.), as well as fully compliant with the rules.

This TV Channel 2 spectrum, 54-60 MHz, can be used for MBRS directly. It can also, with Channels, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (see next page) be used as a component in MBRS passive mul/sta/c radar.
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TV channel 5 and 6 high power sta/ons, from
76-82 and 82-88 MHz. These signals can be received along with
along with Part 22 low VHF ~40 MHz range signals in phased
arrays for certain pPNT and other applica/ons, especially in the
phased arrays. See slides above.

TV channel 2, 3, and 4 high power sta/ons, from:
54-60, 60-66, and 66-72 MHz. These signals can be received
along with Part 22 low VHF VHF ~40 MHz signals in phased
arrays for certain pPNT and other applica/ons, especially in the
phased arrays. See slides above.

Maps of some VHF TV channels to show
loca/ons in US for purposes noted below.

1/19/16

Above maps generated here: h[p://whitespaces.spectrumbridge.com/WhiteSpaceSearch/interac/ve-map.aspx (The star was embedded there by spectrum bridge not us.)

Reference 15
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Above maps generated here: h[p://whitespaces.spectrumbridge.com/WhiteSpaceSearch/interac/ve-map.aspx (The star was embedded there by spectrum bridge not us.)

TV channel 10 high power sta/ons, from:
192-198 MHz. These signals can be received along with ~200
MHz signals in phased arrays for certain pPNT and other
applica/ons, especially in the phased arrays. See slides above.

TV channel 7, 8, and 9 high power sta/ons, from:
174-180, , 180-186, and 192-198 MHz. These signals can be
received along with ~200 MHz signals in phased arrays for
certain pPNT and other applica/ons, especially in the phased
arrays. See slides above.

Con/nued. Maps of some VHF TV channels to
show loca/ons in US for purposes noted below.
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Above maps generated here: h[p://whitespaces.spectrumbridge.com/WhiteSpaceSearch/interac/ve-map.aspx (The star was embedded there by spectrum bridge not us.)

ubiquitous smart transport, energy, environment, public safety, defense, etc.

Comments.
These TV VHF channel signals--described and in part mapped in this and preceding pages-- can best be put to use as “signals of
opportunity” (SsOp) for pPNT and associated cri/cal wireless applica/ons by the means noted herein, mostly above. This involves:
(1) Use of modern advanced, cost-eﬀec/ve, modular, SDR phased arrays to transmit and receive for GNSS-independent pPNT;
(2) These phased arrays, as shown above, that operate from about 10 to 270 MHz (they are made to do that already); and
(3) Using the TV VHF SsOp to enhance the pPNT based on skywave Meteor Burst (MB) signaling along with our dedicated spectrum in the ~40
MHz range (Part 22), but also terrestrial (and some skywave) signaling in our ~200 MHz 200 MHz, and mLMS and other 900 MHz.
(4) This cost-eﬀec/ve robust pPNT with dedicated-spectrum transmit and receive, and TV-channel transmissions for enhancements, will
support terrestrial and airborne (including Drones) mobile-device pPNT – precise Posi/on, Naviga/on and Timing-- that is essen/al to

TV channel 13 high power sta/ons, from:
210-216 MHz. These signals can be received along with ~200
MHz signals in phased arrays for certain pPNT and other
applica/ons, especially in the phased arrays. See slides above.

Con/nued. Maps of some VHF TV channels to
show loca/ons in US for purposes noted below.
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Copy at: h[p://www.n/a.doc.gov/ﬁles/n/a/publica/ons/sec/on3a.pdf

Note: From NTIA Assessment document.
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---------[1] Both 25 MHz and (with more noise mi/ga/on issues) 20 MHz result in MB propaga/on as noted above.
[2] “Meteor sca[er” is another term for “meteor burst” radio propaga/on.

Thomas Ashcras reports that on November 19th, 2015 he picked up meteor sca[er… reﬂec/ons of transmissions from WWV at 25 MHz and 20 MHz,
within range of Radio Jove equipment. Though he was not using the standard Radio Jove set this event opens up exci/ng possibili/es for Radio Jove
observers. Any one else want to try to catch a meteor trail?

See: h[p://radiojove.gsfc.nasa.gov/library/newsle[ers/latest/#6

WWV's 20 MHz signal [1] was used for a unique purpose in 1958: to track the disintegra/on of Russian satellite Sputnik I aser the cras's onboard
electronics failed. Dr. John D. Kraus, a professor at Ohio State University, knew that a meteor entering the upper atmosphere leaves in its wake a small
amount of ionized air. This air reﬂects a stray radio signal back to Earth, strengthening the signal at the surface for a few seconds. This eﬀect is known as
meteor sca[er.[2]

See: h[ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WWV_(radio_sta/on) [footnote added]

WWV operates in the high frequency (HF) por/on of the radio spectrum….radiates 10,000 W on 5, 10, and 15 MHz; and 2500 W on 2.5 and 20 MHz. [1]

****

Collins, Colorado, about 100 kilometers north of Denver. The broadcast informa/on includes /me…, standard /me intervals, standard frequencies, UT1
/me correc/ons, a BCD /me code, geophysical alerts and marine storm warnings.

NIST radio sta/on WWV broadcasts /me and frequency informa/on 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week to millions of listeners worldwide. WWV is located in Fort

****

may be interrupted or suspended without no/ce. Radiated Power: 2.5 kW

Current 25 MHz Broadcast Speciﬁca/ons:
Schedule: typically con/nuous. As an experimental broadcast, the 25 MHz signal

****

WWV has resumed broadcas/ng on 25 MHz [1] on an experimental basis. The
broadcast consists of the normal WWV signal heard on all other WWV
frequencies, at the same level of accuracy.

See: h[p://www.nist.gov/pml/div688/grp40/wwv.cfm

(not required, but may be useful)

Re Dept. of Commerce NIST sta/on WWV, at 20 and 25 MHz, as a MBRS pPNT poten/al signal of opportunity [1]
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Also see next-genera/on, cell-phone size, new Loran antennas described in this paper:
h[p://waas.stanford.edu/papers/DeLorenzo_ILA_2009.pdf
See next page.

For addi/onal comparison, for eLORAN at 90-110 kHz, with 30-120 dBµV/m
usable signal levels, a professional grade receiver has antenna size 19 x 19 x 8 cm: see:
h[p://www.reelektronika.nl/images/stories/reelektronika_LORADD_SP_Specs.pdf

This shows very low signals, for essen/al data, with robust modula/on,
can be received even in very small portable devices with body and ground
radio-signal ‘clu[er.’ The same applies to MBRS signals at much higher range.

Casio Ediﬁce watch with WWVB signal for /ming:
h[p://www.casio-intl.com/asia-mea/en/wat/ediﬁce/tough_movement/

WWVB provides coverage of the con/nental US. See maps here:
h[p://www.ntp-/me-server.com/wwvb/wwvb.html

Use of WWV and WWVB for the distribu/on of standard /me (and frequency),
with other methods including MBRS is discussed in various papers, some/mes
in the same paper, e.g.: h[p://Ç.boulder.nist.gov/general/pdf/1743.pdf

“The Most Important Radio Sta/on You’ve Never Heard of Marks 50 Years on the Air”

See: h[p://www.wired.com/2013/07/wwvb-/me-radio/

(Same applies to WWB’s various HF frequency broadcasts)

Re: DOC NIST’s WWVB at 60 kHz as a MBRS pPNT /ming signal, in addi/on to MB
/ming
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There are several techniques for distribu/ng SFTS which appear to be promising and should
receive further study. They involve use of: 1) satellites, 2) meteor trial reﬂec/ons of VHF radio
signals (also called “meteor burst”),...

VII. PROMISING TECHNIQUES FOR FUTURE STUDY

…. A technique employed by NBS to improve the transmi[ed accuracy of the frequencies of WWV
and WWVH was to use the received signals of WWVB (60 kHz) and WWVL (20 kHz) at these
sta/ons to remotely control them. The NBS atomic standards are located at Boulder, Colo., and
the transmissions of WWVL and WWVB, which sta/ons are located about 50 miles away, are
remotely phase controlled by means of a VHF phase-lock system….

Abstract - This paper reviews the present methods of distribu/ng standard frequency and /me
signals (SFTS)….

A. H. Morgan, with the Na/onal Bureau of Standards, Boulder, CO. 1967

Distribu0on of Standard Frequency and Time Signals
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MBRC receive-only antennas, such as to receive
broadcast-mode nRTK correc/ons, and ipPNT signals
(GPS-independent precise Posi/on, Naviga/on and
Timing) can be as small, but should perform be[er this
small, including since (1) the signals are in the ~40 MHz
range, far shorter than Loran at 100 kHz; and can use (2)
OAM to reduce signal to noise, (3) Op/cal detec/on of
radio waves through nano-mechanical transducers (to
greatly reduce internal noise), (4) base- and remotephased arrays available in the MBRS range, and other
methods (see sec/on __ on noise reduc/on and use).

Con/nued from preceding, and con/nued on next page.
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Note: From NTIA Assessment document. Copy at: h[p://www.n/a.doc.gov/ﬁles/n/a/publica/ons/sec/on3a.pdf

As indicated on the next page, these can largely solved by the described advanced MBRC in this spectrum range.

The below explains the noise and ‘skip’ problems.
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Note: The above is from: “Spectral Occupancy at VHF: Implica/ons for Cogni/ve Radios.” Fall 2005 IEEE
Vehicular Technology Conference (Dallas). By Steve Ellingson of VT, MPRG.

The same tech will greatly decrease
RF signal levels and improve data
throughput.

(7) Ongoing advances in computer
tech applied to the above and
radio/ antenna tech generally

(6) Op/cal detec/on of radio
waves through nanomechanical transducers

(5) Advances in “cogni/ve” radio.

(4) OAM and other means to
improve correc/ons of
polariza/on and vor/city
distor/on in signals from
Ionosphere

(3) Coded con/nuous wave meteor
radar (see slide above)

(2) Remote-device “arrays” (mul/
coherent sdr, and antenna
synch)

(1) Modern base-sta/on phased
arrays

Most of this noise in and around
~40 MHz, for MBRS, can be
eliminated by technologies
presented herein including:
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© 2005 IEEE
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This paper indicates availability of large amounts
of spectrum, on basis of its use in /me, in both
urban and rural areas. So do other spectrum use
and occupancy ﬁeld studies and reports from
federal agencies.
Currently I cannot comment herein on some FCC
licensees and licenses in this range, as indicated
above.
Again, MBRS uses ~40 MHz as deﬁned above
(25-55 MHz).
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Note: We believe this spectrum can be used for some MBRS func/ons,
ideally with certain waivers upon mee/ng rule-waiver standards, which
can be met, based on use in rural areas, and drones with polariza/on,
possibly OAM use, etc. This would be supplemental and not essen/al.

(b) In addi/on to the provisions of § 15.205, the ﬁeld strength of emissions from inten/onal
radiators operated under this sec/on shall not exceed the following:

(5) Transmission of set-up informa/on for security systems may exceed the transmission
dura/on limits in paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) of this sec/on, provided such transmissions are
under the control of a professional installer and do not exceed ten seconds aser a manually
operated switch is released or a transmi[er is ac/vated automa/cally. Such set-up
informa/on may include data.

(4) Inten/onal radiators which are employed for radio control purposes during emergencies
involving ﬁre, security, and safety of life, when ac/vated to signal an alarm, may operate
during the pendency of the alarm condi/on

(3) Periodic transmissions at regular predetermined intervals are not permi[ed. However,
polling or supervision transmissions, including data, to determine system integrity of
transmi[ers used in security or safety applica/ons are allowed if the total dura/on of
transmissions does not exceed more than two seconds per hour for each transmi[er. There is
no limit on the number of individual transmissions, provided the total transmission /me does
not exceed two seconds per hour.

(2) A transmi[er ac/vated automa/cally shall cease transmission within 5 seconds aser
ac/va/on.

(1) A manually operated transmi[er shall employ a switch that will automa/cally deac/vate
the transmi[er within not more than 5 seconds of being released.

(a) The provisions of this sec/on are restricted to periodic opera/on within the band
40.66-40.70 MHz and above 70 MHz. Except as shown in paragraph (e) of this sec/on, the
inten/onal radiator is restricted to the transmission of a control signal such as those used
with alarm systems, door openers, remote switches, etc. Con/nuous transmissions, voice,
video and the radio control of toys are not permi[ed. Data is permi[ed to be sent with a
control signal. The following condi/ons shall be met to comply with the provisions for this
periodic opera/on:

47 CFR 15.231 - Periodic opera/on in the band 40.66-40.70 MHz and
above 70 MHz.

[54 FR 17714, Apr. 25, 1989; 54 FR 32340, Aug. 7, 1989, as amended at 68 FR 68546, Dec. 9, 2003;
69 FR 71383, Dec. 9, 2004]

In addi/on, devices operated under the provisions of this paragraph shall be provided with a
means for automa/cally limi/ng opera/on so that the dura/on of each transmission shall not be
greater than one second and the silent period between transmissions shall be at least 30 /mes
the dura/on of the transmission but in no case less than 10 seconds.

(e) Inten/onal radiators may operate at a periodic rate exceeding that speciﬁed in paragraph (a) of
this sec/on and may be employed for any type of opera/on, including opera/on prohibited in
paragraph (a) of this sec/on, provided the inten/onal radiator complies with the provisions of
paragraphs (b) through (d) of this sec/on, except the ﬁeld strength table in paragraph (b) of this
sec/on is replaced by the following:

(d) For devices opera/ng within the frequency band 40.66-40.70 MHz, the bandwidth of the
emission shall be conﬁned within the band edges and the frequency tolerance of the carrier shall
be ±0.01%. This frequency tolerance shall be maintained for a temperature varia/on of −20
degrees to 50 degrees C at normal supply voltage, and for a varia/on in the primary supply
voltage from 85% to 115% of the rated supply voltage at a temperature of 20 degrees C. For
ba[ery operated equipment, the equipment tests shall be performed using a new ba[ery.

(c) The bandwidth of the emission shall be no wider than 0.25% of the center frequency for
devices opera/ng above 70 MHz and below 900 MHz. For devices opera/ng above 900 MHz, the
emission shall be no wider than 0.5% of the center frequency. Bandwidth is determined at the
points 20 dB down from the modulated carrier.

(3) The limits on the ﬁeld strength of the spurious emissions in the above table are based on the
fundamental frequency of the inten/onal radiator. Spurious emissions shall be a[enuated to the
average (or, alterna/vely, CISPR quasi-peak) limits shown in this table or to the general limits
shown in § 15.209, whichever limit permits a higher ﬁeld strength.

(2) Inten/onal radiators opera/ng under the provisions of this sec/on shall demonstrate
compliance with the limits on the ﬁeld strength of emissions, as shown in the above table, based
on the average value of the measured emissions. As an alterna/ve, compliance with the limits in
the above table may be based on the use of measurement instrumenta/on with a CISPR quasipeak detector. The speciﬁc method of measurement employed shall be speciﬁed in the
applica/on for equipment authoriza/on. If average emission measurements are employed, the
provisions in § 15.205 shall be demonstrated using the measurement instrumenta/on speciﬁed in
that sec/on.

(1) The above ﬁeld strength limits are speciﬁed at a distance of 3 meters. The /ghter limits apply
at the band edges.
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* GPS- independent precise posi/on, naviga/on & /ming

6
SDR remote transceivers to
match the base arrays, and the
ipPNT* func/ons

II. Advanced Meteor Burst Radio Signaling (MBRS) – technologies
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…I found this nice usb hub, which I'm going to use to hopefully get a 7 channel coherent rtl system.
….Update: Apparently three dongles will also run ﬁne from one master clock.

I've made some rela/ve phase noise measurements, and the systems don't have detectable sample Hub with the right usb port
orienta/on for rtl dongles
dris over two hours, and their rela/ve phase is also pre[y stable.

This has some implica/ons for low cost geophysical instruments. It will be possible to use this
receiver for the 150/400 MHz beacon satellite receiver, as this only requires that the receivers have
clocks that are locked with each other. Interferometry and passive radar are other applica/on[s]...
With more than two locked channels, applica/ons such as imaging start to become possible.

I originally drove the master crystal with both dongles, which also worked. However, Ian Buckley
pointed out to me that a more typical way of doing this is feeding the signal into Xtal_In (in the
pictures …). So I tried that too, and it also worked. I'm s/ll not sure what the op/mal setup is, as
there is no schema for the dongle, but both methods I've tried so far have worked in prac/ce.

I recently came up with a trivial hack to build a receiver with mul/ple coherent channels using the
RTL dongles….by unsoldering the quartz clock on the slave units and cable the clock from the master
RTL dongle to the input of the buﬀer ampliﬁer (Xtal_in) in the slave units (I've a[ached…pictures).

I have been playing around with the cool RTL dongles (more on rtl-sdr dongles on superkuh's web
page or rtl-sdr.com) that you can buy on e-bay for about US$8 (including shipping). These are very
capable 8-bit digital receivers that have up to 2.4 MHz bandwidth and can tune anywhere between
24 MHz and 1850 MHz.

$16 dual-channel coherent digital receiver

Thursday, 26 September 2013

h[p://kaira.sgo.ﬁ/2013/09/16-dual-channel-coherent-digital.html

h[p://www.rtl-sdr.com/passive-radar-dual-coherent-channel-rtl-sdr/
RTL-SDR (RTL2832U) and sosware deﬁned radio news and projects. Also featuring Airspy, HackRF, FCD, SDRplay and more.
SEPTEMBER 27, 2013 PASSIVE RADAR WITH A DUAL COHERENT CHANNEL RTL-SDR
Juha Vierinen from the Kilpisjarvi Atmospheric Imaging Receiver Array has been working on a Dual Coherent Channel RTL-SDR modiﬁca/on.
VIDEO here: h[p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Wiv8Dwi-kA [This popular-radio-tech website ar/cle is based on the following:]
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References 1: Re remote radio devices: example of advancements

Compe/tors of this company
(as to at least core chips) can
do the above, as well, e.g.,
Lime Microsystems - see
next.

We believe this can be
adjusted with modest NRE to
operate from ~ 30 MHz to
930 MHz, covering
licenses, and in bandwidth
down to 100 kHz or
thereabouts.

Comment.
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References 1: Re remote radio devices: example of advancements
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Comments. This covers all of 35 MHz to 930 MHz (and lower and higher) and in narrow and wide bandwidth. This chipset is new,
and with the company’s previous chipsets, is being used in various radio board products, including products of low volume.
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Miniature Radar for Mobile Devices
Sharma, Praveen; Ouedraogo, Raoul; Perry,
Bradley; Aubin, David; Levy, Todd; Souza,
Daniel; Kitchens, Jonathan; Peabody, John
MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, MA 02420
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7
Radio Astronomy and Earth
Atmosphere (radar) base sta/on
arrays and compu/ng,
and related

II. Advanced Meteor Burst Radio Signaling (MBRS)
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To appear in 2013 IEEE Interna/onal Symposium on Phased Array Systems & Technology. c 2013 IEEE

Design and Commissioning of the LWA1 Radio Telescope
S.W. Ellingson, J. Craig, J. Dowell, G.B. Taylor, J.F. Helmboldt
Abstract—LWA1 is a new large radio telescope array
opera/ng in the frequency range 10–88 MHz, located in
central New Mexico. The telescope consists of about 260
pairs of dipole-type antennas whose outputs are
individually digi/zed and formed into beams.
Simultaneously, signals from all dipoles can be recorded
using one of the telescope’s “all dipoles” modes,
facilita/ng all-sky imaging. Notable features of the
instrument include four independently-steerable beams
u/lizing digital true /me delay beamforming, high
intrinsic sensi/vity (≈ 6 kJy zenith system equivalent ﬂux
density), large instantaneous bandwidth (up to 78 MHz),
and large ﬁeld of view (about 3–10 , depending on
frequency and zenith angle of poin/ng)….

LWA1. NASA photo.

Non-astronomical applica/ons of the LWA1 include study of the Earth’s ionosphere, meteor ioniza/on trails, and propaga/on
by reﬂec/on from aircras. A vivid example is shown in Fig. 16. Recent results on ionospheric characteriza/on and meteor trails
are documented in [15] and [16], respec/vely….
[15] J.F. Helmboldt et al., “Passive over-the-horizon radar with WWV and the ﬁrst sta/on of the Long Wavelength Array,” Radio
Sci., submi[ed, 2013. Preprint: h[p://www.ece.vt.edu/swe/lwa/memo/lwa0195.pdf.
[16] J.F. Helmboldt et al., “at 55.25 MHz with the ﬁrst sta/on of the Long Wavelength Array,” Radio Sci., submi[ed, 2013.
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8m x 8m metallic grid is used as reﬂector….
the power is mainly emi[ed upward and the
gain is increased by 3.6 dB compared to the
[older crossed yagi upright] Ieper beacon.

BRAMS (Belgian RAdio Meteor Sta/ons) is a network of radio receiving
sta/ons using forward sca[ering techniques to study …meteoroid
popula/on…. coordinated by the Belgian Ins/tute for Space Aeronomy
(BISA)…. A very fruiÇul collabora/on between professionals and amateurs
since most sta/ons are hosted either by Belgian radioamateurs, groups of
amateur astronomers or astronomical public observatories. A dedicated
beacon was installed in … 2010 in Dourbes (South of Belgium) … and acts
as the transmi[er.

This is far simpler, rela/vely inexpensive meteor-trail-study
network outlying sta/ons compared with the much larger,
major ones also described in these slides that also use radio
frequencies in low VHF (~25- 55 MHz +/-) for studying earth
atmosphere (with radar techniques: transmit and receive) and
radio astronomy (receive only).

The Earth's atmosphere is constantly hit by thousands of
meteoroids.... 40 to 100 tons per day. They play a crucial role in a
number of astronomical and aeronomical studies and,... pose a
signiﬁcant threat to space cras.... Here, we propose to study the
meteoroid popula/on with...forward sca[ering techniques and a
dedicated beacon as transmi[er.... the advantages of a forward
sca[ering system over tradi/onal radar systems will be briey
discussed.

Recently, the Belgian Ins/tute for Space Aeronomy has been
developing a Belgian network for observing radio meteors using a
forward sca[ering technique. This network is called BRAMS (Belgian
RAdio Meteor Sta/ons). A radio transmi[er [beacon] emits a
circularly polarized pure sine wave toward the zenith at the frequency
of 49.97 MHz. The receiving network consists of about 20
sta/ons....This will enable a detailed analysis of the meteor...physical
parameters of the meteoroids can be obtained. An interferometer....
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As the EISCAT 3D systems shows (see below), the lower 900 MHz is
also eﬀec/ve and adds capabili/es. We plan to use mLMS, nLMS,
MAS and Part 22 spectrum we hold for these capability.

These planned master sta/ons will use said high and low VHF
ranges in (1) Meteor Burst (MB) signaling mode (using plasma
trails created by incoming meteoroids, in which the low VHF is
most eﬀec/ve, and (2) for radio mul/latera/on posi/oning (along
with N-RTK posi/oning) of drones, aircras, and other things in the
atmosphere, and associated communica/ons, including to support
Na/onwide Drone Wireless (NDW), in which the high VHF is best.

Comments. In below pages, we explain the relevance of KAIRA to
our planned master sta/ons to use ~200 MHz 200 MHz high-band
VHF spectrum and ‘Paging’ Part-22 low-band VHF spectrum in the
’40’ MHz range (35/43 MHz, poten/ally expanded if federal
agencies allow use of their adjacent spectrum for our planned
nonproﬁt government-support applica/ons).

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON GEOSCIENCE AND REMOTE SENSING, VOL. 53, NO. 3, MARCH 2015Derek McKay-Bukowski,
Juha Vierinen, Ilkka I. Virtanen, Richard Fallows, Markku Pos/la, Thomas Ulich, Olaf Wucknitz, Michiel Brentjens, Nico
Ebbendorf, Carl-Fredrik Enell, Marchel Gerbers, Teun Grit, Peter Gruppen, AnÖ Kero, Toivo IinaÖ, Markku Leh/nen,
Henri Meulman, Menno Norden, Mikko Orispää, Tero Raita, Jan Pieter de Reijer, Lassi Roininen, Arno Schoenmakers,
Klaas Stuurwold, and Esa Turunen

References 2: Re advanced base sta/ons - adap/ng phased arrays used in space and earth atmosphere radio receive and radar systems.
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Below and following pages are excerpts from this ar/cle. Comments are shown in shaded text boxes. Certain underlining is
added. The full ar/cle is a[ached as a separate exhibit.

Notes.

Derek McKay-Bukowski, Juha Vierinen, Ilkka I. Virtanen, Richard Fallows, Markku Pos/la, Thomas Ulich, Olaf Wucknitz, Michiel Brentjens, Nico
Ebbendorf, Carl-Fredrik Enell, Marchel Gerbers, Teun Grit, Peter Gruppen, AnÖ Kero, Toivo IinaÖ, Markku Leh/nen, Henri Meulman, Menno
Norden, Mikko Orispää, Tero Raita, Jan Pieter de Reijer, Lassi Roininen, Arno Schoenmakers, Klaas Stuurwold, and Esa Turunen

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON GEOSCIENCE AND REMOTE SENSING, VOL. 53, NO. 3, MARCH 2015
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Thus, our planned use of these
sta/ons, using adapta/ons of
KAIRA/ EISCAT/ LOFAR have high
importance for environment
science, predic/on and protec/on.

Also note the “Ionospheric HF
hea/ng experiments” observa/on
func/on depicted at les. High
Frequency (HF) hea/ng, along with
other “geo engineering” methods
being studied (and some say,
already being implemented, e.g.
“chem trails”) are important areas
of science and technology, since
they may be needed to mi/gate
global warming and other
environment degrada/on, as
discussed in the relevant literature.

Comment.

In below pages, we discuss some of the capabili/es depicted
below les, and how we can achieve some of them– and by
simple adapta/ons— also provide meteor burst (MB) signaling
(using “specular meteor trails” and “meteor heads” depicted
below) and Mul/latera/on and associated communica/ons,
including for Na/onwide Drone Wireless, using ~200 MHz 200
MHz, ‘40’ MHz, and lower 900 MHz licenses we hold.

Comment.
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In addi/on to the KAIRA instrument, the site has a simple oﬃce, storage, mobile
network connec/vity and power.…. The site is close to many other scien/ﬁc facili/es
as well as local infrastructure, access roads, and communica/on.

Fig. 2. Newly completed KAIRA site. August 2012.

Comment. See les: The site is generally radio-frequency quiet
but also close to facili/es as noted, and many facili/es and road
vehicles create some RF noise. The instrument has means to
mi/gate ambient RF noise, as well as galac/c RF noise.

Fig. 3. HBA /le antennas (#83 and #96) on the /mber
framesets. The material at the base of the frameset is a
strip of geotex/le, used to prevent erosion along the
array edges and between the /les.

Fig. 4. LBA array with aerial #35 in the foreground. The black “cap” at the top of the
post contains two low-noise ampliﬁers (one per polariza/on).

(framesets above ground are not needed in less severe environments,
as in most LOFAR sta/ons, as as in most all of the con/nental US).

Comments. The radio antenna phased arrange is composed of
simple, robust, modular elements. It is the compu/ng sosware
and hardware that turns these into a powerful, adap/ve radio
instrument. The size of the phased antenna array sta/on (a
loca/on or facility) can easily be varied in accord with the
purpose of each sta/on to be used. The low VHF band antenna
or (LBA) uses exposed antenna elements (les) and the high VHF
band antenna (HBA) uses “/les” on a frameset– see below
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Fig. 16. First mul/beam bista/c
incoherent sca[er radar measurement
demonstra/ng the measurement of the
incoherent sca[er auto-correla/on
func/on (a), and the derived full
ionospheric incoherent sca[er
spectrum proﬁle (b) with respect to the
transmi[er frequency (224 MHz). The
ver/cal axis is the total round-trip delay
of the signal from transmission to
recep/on.

The same networked sta/on can perform mul/latera/on
loca/on of things in the atmosphere and space—including
drones and aircras— either using transmissions from the earth
sta/ons, or from the remote things above, or a combina/on.

As noted in Fig. 16, lower 200 MHz is part of the radio range
used (this is elsewhere apparent in this ar/cle on KAIRA which
uses both low and high band VHF into the lower 200 MHz
(including all of the ~200 MHz spectrum range).

Mul/sta/c (using many loca/ons) radar, involving radio
transmission and recep8on, is a capability KAIRA and similar
phased-array highly-synchronized sta/ons in network(s).

Comment.
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Comment. GPS-GNSS signals suﬀer from scin/lla/on. The MB
adapta/ons of these radio astronomy and earth atmosphere
observa/on instruments can be used to improve real-/me
determina/ons, and thus projec/ons, of scin/lla/on which can
improve GPS-GNSS correc/ons and thus performance. In similar
fashion, reported in various studies, MB signaling systems can be
used to improve near term weather predic/ons, and longer term
global climate change predic/on.

Comment. The capabili/es described at the les can be used in
Meteor Burst (MB) radio signal transmissions for communica/ons,
/me transfer, posi/oning, encryp/on, etc. The MB ideal frequency
range from about 30-50 MHz is much smaller is less than two /mes
the lower frequency, compared to eight /me the 10-80 MHz range
described at the les. MB signaling also involves, for best func/oning,
both wide survey of the sky (“all sky” as described at les) to ﬁnd the
MB plasma trails, but also high-gain direc/onality (“narrow ﬁelds-ofview” as described at les) to maximize performance for use of each
plasma trail in the wide ﬁeld of view. Whereas techniques to achieve
these two func/ons have been used in the past in “1G” (or ﬁrst
genera/on MB communica/ons) with narrow band channels and
radio equipment, and simpler antenna systems, the capabili/es of
current genera/on radio astronomy and earth-atmosphere radioreceive observa/on instruments (that can also be used for radio
transmission, as we show in this PPT) are far greater, probably by
some order(s) of magnitude, as modern compu/ng hardware and
sosware (on which they are built) are that much greater then those
of decades past.
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Comments. In 30-50 MHz, and especially at ranges below 30 MHz, radio frequency interference (RFI) can be substan/al. This shows a
means to remove this RFI using the power of the sophis/cated array instrument. FRI removal is important to enhancements in Meteor
Burst signal transmissions for communica/ons, /ming, radar, and encryp/on, as is well known in the relevant literature.
Also, since major radio astronomy/ earth atmosphere phased array observa/on (and bista/c and mul/sta/c radar) instruments of these
sorts have increasing use and evolu/on, this RFI removal and other func/ons are likely to increase in /me, and more so than can be
increased in smaller and more simple radio/antenna/computer devices.
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For example, see in this PPT descrip/on of EISCAT, whose scien/sts
seek similar sta/ons in the US to coordinate with. Worldwide
coordinated VLBI is desirable, ul/mately, and to some degree is
already being performed by certain linking of instruments. The
more sta/ons are linked, the be[er the resolu/on and greater the
intensity / recep/on ability. This has important implica/ons from
basic science to increased predic/on of planetary environment
health, needed to be[er decide on measures to mi/gate
destruc/ve industries and behaviors that threaten quality and
sustainability of civiliza/on and life.

The largest or “master” sta/ons we contemplate using in the US
could do the same, and use /me sharing or geographic extensions
to satellite sta/ons, to eliminate radio interference from the
sta/ons when used to transmit (the VLBI radio/ sky observa/on
func/ons are radio-receive only and, for the frequencies being
observed, must be in radio-quite areas and /mes).

Comment. The les describes how this one KAIRA 10-80 / 110-270
MHz radio astronomy and earth atmosphere (and sky radar
transceiver) system can also be used as a sta/on in the LOFAR Very
Long Baseline, LOFAR Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) network instrument that uses many loca/ons in Western
Europe and Scandinavia.
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The full PPT is a[ached as a separate exhibit.

added.

Below pages are a few of the slides excerpts from this PPT. Comments are shown in shaded text boxes. Certain underlining is

Notes.

References 2: Re advanced base sta/ons - adap/ng phased arrays used in space and earth atmosphere radio receive and radar systems.
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12-bit digital output at 200 MS/s

8 independent 4 MHz beams

Although VHF, it is s/ll low frequency by radio
astronomy standards

Covers most of the VHF band....

More on this later...

Antenna arrays of either angled dipoles or /les
(with embedded bow/e antennas)

• LBL = 10–30 MHz (possible, but not planned at
this stage)

• LBH = 30–80 MHz

• HB = 120–240 MHz

LOFAR frequency coverage
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Comments. HBAs are the High VHF Band Antenna arrays, that include the lower 200 MHz range, including all of ~200 MHz range. LBA is
the Low VHF Band Antenna array from 10-110 MHz, including the ’40’ MHz range we have in our Part 22 ‘Paging’ licenses. The
dimensions are shown above. A sta/on need not be this large, or may be larger, depending on its purposes. “Basic hardware” costs
indicated above should come down with volume, as with some of the other costs as well. This is very low cost for the performance and
upgradability. Also, some such “master” sta/ons (in our planned systems) need not be this large for our purposes which will also lower
costs.

Ground works

Plant &
equipment hire

Land

Staﬀ eﬀort

Basic hardware
£1.3M [and]

Costs:
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Examples shown (mostly from the Chilbolton sta/on)

Assistance provided by manufacturers and ASTRON

Philips Screwdriver, Allen key, etc. (just the few localisa/ons)

Flat packed telescope, just provide your own:

The LOFAR design is modular...
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Comments. HBAs are the High VHF Band Antenna arrays, that include the lower 200 MHz range, including all of ~200 MHz
range. Many “/les” make up a phased array.
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Comments. Re top: Supercompu/ng cost are decreasing and in any case, are essen/al to advanced radio systems of the sort we plan
(and provide other func/ons once available). Re Bo[om: Seismic monitoring and alerts are major programs in California, Nevada, Oregon
and Washington States: See the discussion in the Applica/ons on “Environment Wireless.”

LOFAR has addi/onal non-astronomy applica/ons, such as geo-seismology and precision agriculture.
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Comment: EISCAT is discussed in above slides. Blue text color is added. As noted, these use lower 200 MHz and 900 MHz.
Following is from another EISCAT ar/cle.

The monosta/c VHF radar in Tromsø operates in the 224 MHz band with a peak transmi[er power of 2 x 1.5 MW and a 120
m x 40 m parabolic cylinder antenna, which is subdivided into four sectors. It can be steered mechanically in the
meridional plane from ver/cal to 60° north of the zenith; limited east-west steering is also possible using alterna/ve
phasing cables.

The EISCAT UHF radar operates in the 931 MHz band with a peak transmi[er power of more than 2.0 MW and 32 m, fully
steerable parabolic dish antennas. The transmi[er and one receiver are in Tromsø (Norway). Receiving sites are also
located near Kiruna (Sweden) and Sodankylä (Finland), allowing con/nuous tri-sta/c measurements to be made.

There are ten incoherent sca[er radars in the world, and EISCAT operates three of the highest-standard facili/es. The
experimental sites of EISCAT are located in the Scandinavian sector, north of the Arc/c Circle. They consist of two
independent radar systems on the mainland, together with a further radar constructed on the island of Spitzbergen in the
Svalbard archipelago - the EISCAT Svalbard Radar – Scandinavia.

EISCAT, the European Incoherent Scatter Scien/ﬁc Associa/on, is established to conduct research on the lower, middle
and upper atmosphere and ionosphere using the incoherent sca[er radar technique. This technique is the most powerful
ground-based tool for these research applica/ons. EISCAT is also being used as a coherent sca[er radar for studying
instabili/es in the ionosphere, as well as for inves/ga/ng the structure and dynamics of the middle atmosphere and as a
diagnos/c instrument in ionospheric modiﬁca/on experiments with the Hea/ng facility.

What is EISCAT

h[p://www.eiscat.com/about/wha/seiscat_new

References 2: Re advanced base sta/ons - adap/ng phased arrays used in space and earth atmosphere radio receive and radar systems.
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The new radar system will house several large
ﬁelds of antennas, known as phased arrays,
some of which will be equipped to both
transmit and receive signals, whilst others will
remain passive receivers….

EISCAT_3D is an improvement on tradi/onal
incoherent sca[er radars (ISR) which were
unable to be operated as con/nuously
measuring geophysical instruments… the new
con/nuous opera/on capability with distributed
solid-state power ampliﬁers is a major change in
the … the ISR method”.

Next-genera/on technology

…planned to ﬁnish in 2016 ….con/nuously
and largely autonomously… 30 year lifespan.

Phases to comple/on

The sites will be spread across the northern
regions of Norway, Sweden and Finland,…

Furthermore, the new model will be a
‘sosware radar’ meaning, unlike its
predecessor, EISCAT_3D can easily be
improved and updated simply by changing
the sosware and necessary parts of the
hardware as new technologies and solu/ons
arise.

…. organising global incoherent sca[er
radar schools along with colleagues from
the U.S…. discussions by the EU and the
Na/onal Science Founda/on. …

collabora/on, as is evident by their strong
/es with the U.S. “In the future, we would
like to regard our radars, and also any other
new genera/on incoherent sca[er radars,
as a joint global instrument, ….

EISCAT_3D follow in this tradi/on of global

Interna/onal collabora/on ….

EISCAT_3D, a next-genera/on phased array technology radar, marks a major advance for environmental scien/sts by establishing
ﬁve new radar sites which could transform the way we measure changes in the Earth’s atmosphere.

Construc/ng an atmosphere watchdog

The full ar/cle is a[ached as a separate exhibit and is available here: h[ps://eiscat3d.se/sites/default/ﬁles/publica/ons/p29-31_EISCAT-3D_H_Res.pdf
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Another major beneﬁt of this new model is that it will
be designed to allow for upgrades: “It is important to
note that since the EISCAT_3D facility will be
constructed for an opera/onal period of several
decades, the sosware radar concept allows the
upgrading and enhancement of the measurement
capability according to new solu/ons in compu/ng and
data storage”.

An emerging type of environmental problem which
EISCAT_3D will be able to observe is space junk also
known as space debris. The term refers to all of the
manmade objects that are les in orbit around the Earth
aser they can no longer fulﬁll any purpose. Observing
these objects allows ISR to play a role in risk
management since they pose a threat to space missions
and satellites which could enter their path. Since
EISCAT_3D will be 10 /mes more sensi/ve than any
radar currently available, the accuracy in detec/ng
space junk will be greatly increased.

The radar will also be able to aid satellite observa/ons
of the ice and snow in polar areas, which are also feeling
the eﬀects of changing climate condi/ons.

signiﬁcant contribu/ons to understanding the impact
climate change has on the upper layers of the
atmosphere by measuring any changes.

Comment. Above depicts func/ons of EISCAT. It is from the paper:
“HIGH-RESOLUTION METEOR EXPLORATION WITH TRISTATIC RADAR METHODS,” Johan
Kero, IRF Scien/ﬁc Report 293, Swedish Ins/tute of Space Physics, Kiruna 2008
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h[p://herrero-radio-astronomy.blogspot.hk/2013/06/wonderful-progress-at-owens-valley-long.html

h[p://www.tauce/.caltech.edu/lwa/science.html

The LWA transient search is par/cularly aimed at the detec/on of coherent radio emission from extrasolar
planets, similar to the extremely bright electron cyclotron maser emission produced by magne/zed planets in
our own Solar System. The direct detec/on of extrasolar planets through their auroral radio emission would
provide measurements of magne/c ﬁeld strengths and rota/on rate, as well as serving as an indirect probe of
interior composi/on and dynamics.

The Owens Valley LWA will open up the ﬁeld of radio transients -- with full cross-correla/on of all of its 33,000
baselines and instantaneous imaging by a dedicated transient backend, the LWA will produce all-sky images
every second with approximately 1Ëš resolu/on in all 4 polariza/ons (IQUV), reaching less than 10 mJy RMS
noise in a 1 hour integra/on. This all-sky sensi/vity means we can perform targeted transient searches as well
as conduct blind surveys to be[er sample the transient phase space and reveal new and exci/ng popula/ons
of radio transients.

Time domain astronomy is a rich ﬁeld with high poten/al for new discoveries, in all wavelength regimes. The
success of transient searches in the op/cal (with the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF), the Catalina Real-/me
Transient Survey, the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS), etc.) and in the Xray and gamma-ray skies (with the Swis Gamma-Ray Burst Mission and the Fermi Gamma-ray Space
Telescope) highlights the vast scien/ﬁc yield and exci/ng nature of /me domain astronomy. The variable and
transient radio sky, however, remains rela/vely poorly sampled, due to the limited ﬁelds of view, sensi/vity,
and survey speeds of tradi/onal radio interferometers, despite the evidence that radio transient phase space
is equally as rich as its counterparts in other wavelengths.

The Transient Radio Sky

The LWA circumvents this problem by looking for highly redshised 21 cm photons that are characteris/c of
neutral hydrogen. Instead of studying the proto-galaxies themselves, the LWA makes it possible to study the
gas around these galaxies. How do galaxies form and develop into the wonderfully complex and beau/ful
systems we see today? How did they interact with the surrounding gas during this process? When did galaxy
forma/on start and how long did it take? All of these ques/ons are wide-open. However, with the LWA at
Owen's Valley, we will begin to probe the answers to some of these ques/ons.

In order to study the process of galaxy forma/on it makes sense to look for the most distant galaxies possible.
The further away a galaxy is, the further back in /me we are seeing it. This is problema/c because distant
galaxies are typically found and studied with op/cal and near-infrared telescopes. At large distances, the
bound-free opacity of neutral hydrogen shrouds these galaxies from view.

** **

The Owens Valley Long Wavelength Array

Comments. Same relevance is above
references to other phased arrays for
space and earth atmosphere radio receive
and radar systems.

References 2: Re advanced base sta/ons - adap/ng phased arrays used in space and earth atmosphere radio receive and radar systems.
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[From: h[ps://www.sri.com/work/projects/advanced-modular-incoherent-sca[er-radar-amisr ]

Under a grant from the Na/onal Science Founda/on, SRI leads a collabora/ve
eﬀort in developing AMISR, a modular, mobile radar facility used by research
scien/sts and students from around the world. Informa/on about how to request
usage of the facili/es appears below.
AMISR is the ﬁrst system to provide scien/sts with the technology necessary to
collect cri/cal data and study global climate trends from year to year. Scien/sts can
now inves/gate the energy and momentum transfer among all layers of the Earth’s
upper atmosphere, accessing cri/cal data on the complex physical processes that
comprise the sun, magnetosphere, and ionosphere.
Data collected from the high-la/tude atmosphere and ionosphere provide an
opportunity for early detec/on of climate-change phenomena. AMISR monitors
space weather events, which can poten/ally damage and interrupt power grids and
satellite and electronic communica/on.
The novel modular conﬁgura/on of AMISR allows rela/ve ease of reloca/on….
Remote opera/on and electronic beam steering allow researchers to operate and
posi/on the radar beam instantaneously to accurately measure rapidly changing
space weather events.
AMISR consists of three separate radar faces, with each face comprised of 128
building block-like panels over a 30- by 30-meter, roughly square, surface. The ﬁrst
three faces in Poker Flat, Alaska (PFISR), and Resolute Bay, Nunavut, Canada (RISR-N
and RISR-C), are in use for scien/ﬁc inves/ga/ons…. Since each face of AMISR
func/ons independently, AMISR can be deployed in up to three separate loca/ons at
the same /me.
AMISR is made up of 4,096 antennas, giving a combined power of up to two
megawa[s. By phasing the signal coming from the individual antennas, the radar
beam can be steered almost instantaneously from one posi/on in the sky to another.
This unique feature of AMISR is especially important for studying rapidly moving
features of the atmosphere.

Comments. This is another phased array similar to those
above, but this is more modular, easy to relocate, and has
allows near instantaneous beam steering. Also note the
importance to climate change detec/on, and spaceweather detec/on important for electric grid and
communica/on protec/on.

References 2: Re advanced base sta/ons - adap/ng phased arrays used in space and earth atmosphere radio receive and radar systems.
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Such VHF radars have developed into the most
signiﬁcant facili/es for atmospheric remote sensing that
are capable of con/nuously opera/ng under all weather
condi/ons with ﬁne spa/al and temporal resolu/ons.
Currently, a large number of VHF radars for atmospheric
research are under opera/on, situated from the polar
region to the equatorial region….

Introduc/on. Since the ﬁrst very high frequency (VHF)
radar in Jicamarca successfully observed atmospheric
winds and turbulence in the 1970s […], VHF radars have
been established successively all over the world to
facilitate and boost worldwide atmospheric research.

Advanced radar technologies are used, including highly
reliable all–solid-state transmi[ers, low-noise large
dynamic range digital receivers, an ac/ve phased array,
high-speed digital signal processing, and real-/me graphic
terminals.

…The Wuhan MST radar operates at very high frequency
(VHF) band (53.8 MHz) by observing the real-/me
characteris/cs of turbulence and the wind ﬁeld vector in
the height range of 3.5–90 km…. This…Doppler radar is
China’s ﬁrst independent development of an MST radar
focusing on atmospheric observa/on. …

The Wuhan MST radar is a 53.8 MHz pulse-modulated
monosta/c Doppler radar with an ac/ve phased array
system, which has capabili/es of radio distance
measurement and Doppler velocity measurement.

…Wuhan University started the construc/on of the
Wuhan Atmosphere Radio Explora/on (WARE) MST
radar…in March 2011, we implemented the successful
trial opera/on of the WARE radar, which is the ﬁrst MST
radar in the mainland of China.

With ﬁne temporal and height resolu/ons, MST radars
around the world provide an outstanding opportunity to
extensively and intensively inves/gate various
atmospheric phenomena such as wind measurements
[…], tropopause detec/on […], gravity waves […],
atmospheric aspect sensi/vity […], and ionospheric
irregulari/es […].

Among the atmospheric VHF radars, the mesospherestratosphere- troposphere (MST) radars….MU radars are one
of the most inﬂuen/al MST radars and have provided
numerous important results and ﬁndings to further our
understanding of the atmosphere and ionosphere.

Zhao Zhengyu, Zhou Chen, Qing Haiyin, Yang Guobin, Zhang Yuannong, Chen Gang, and Hu Yaogai

Wuhan Atmosphere Radio Explora0on (WARE) radar: System design and online winds measurements
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Comments. Materials and comments herein, including above, show how the new phased arrange antenna tech and systems,
especially as we plan to adapt them, can be used for FSR and other forms of PNT (posi/on, naviga/on, and /ming). This ar/cle
provides addi/onal informa/on on these topics.

of a target in the forward direc/on (as opposed to the conven/onal back-sca[er direc/on). FSR has the poten/al to
reliably detect and track small air-vehicles with high sensi/vity. Fundamentals of radar (including monosta/c, bista/c,
and mul/sta/c) and a brief history are presented. Limita/ons of FSR radars are presented along with methods for
overcoming them based on new technologies – accurate electromagne/c simulators, mesh networks, global
posi/oning system (GPS) loca/on of illuminators and receivers, and smaller and lighter transmi[ers and receivers. A
program plan to accomplish these goals is given in the Appendices, along with an example of solving the target loca/on
for three transmi[ers and one receiver.

This paper reviews the concept of a forward-sca[er radar (FSR) which exploits the enhanced bista/c radar cross-sec/on

ABSTRACT

AND COMMUNICATION CAPABILITIES WITH WEAPON PLATFORMS

ANTENNAS AND RADAR SYSTEMS FOR INTEGRATING NAVIGATION

References 3. Mul/sta/c radar for loca/on. Same arrays as in References 2 can be used.
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In addi/on, orthogonal frequency division mul/plexing
(OFDM) can improve the performance of a radar network,
in which each radar system would be either monosta/c or
bista/c. This conﬁgura/on enables the classiﬁca/on of
objects by ensuring each object is observed from
diﬀerent angles.[2]

1/19/16

Comments. Note the mesh net radio systems. For commercial and some other purposes, this can be via FCC-class “private commons”
arrangements. Our companies are the ﬁrst to apply for and have approved private commons classiﬁca/on. Also, the references
indicated above [1] and [2] are in the full ar/cle included herewith as a separate exhibit.

“Compared to conven/onal radars, mul/sta/c radars
have the poten/al to provide signiﬁcantly improved
interference rejec0on, tracking and discrimina/on
performance in severe EMI and cluQer environments.
They can poten/ally provide signiﬁcantly improved
target tracking accuracy because of the large baseline
between the various apertures. The resul/ng angular
resolu/on can be orders of magnitude be[er than the
resolu/on of a monolithic system (single large radar).
The same angular resolu/on can provide improved
interference rejec/on.”[1]

In conven/onal radar conﬁgura/ons, the transmi[er
and receiver are collocated, and thus can be
considered monosta/c radar. Conversely, bista/c
radar is composed of a transmi[er and a receiver that
are physically separated. Mul/sta/c radar has
transmiÖng and receiving apertures located in various
posi/ons. A recent paper makes it clear why a new
look at mul/-sta/c systems is necessary at this /me.

INTRODUCTION
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[We may include this ar/cle as a
separate exhibit.]

This can provide backup and an alterna/ve to GPS-GNSS for PNT (posi/on, naviga/on and /ming) that is essen/al for na/onal
security and industries. (We may include this ar/cle as a separate exhibit.)

Comments. We researched this and other similar ar/cles in recent years, some that we republished with comments, including
the above (those that were permissible to do so), and used in past FCC ﬁlings. As with other references in this PPT including
regarding KIARA, this ar/cle shows how LOFAR can be used for detec/on of meteor trail loca/ons and movement through the
atmosphere. This can be achieved using LOFAR-like arrays for Meteor Burst (MB) signaling for loca/on and movement
determina/on of man-made things in the atmosphere including drones, and things on moving on earth, when coupled with
MB high accuracy /ming and other now-cost-eﬀec/ve technologies, using low-band VHF in the 40 MHz range, and high VFH in
lower 200 MHz including ~200 MHz. (Also, ~200 MHz-range spectrum was used, un/l recently, in the SPASUR radar system,
reﬂec/ng the value of this spectrum range for detec/on of things in space. SPASAR is indicated in FCC ~200 MHz rules §80.385
(a)(2) note 2.

Reference 4.
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Reference 5

Comment: This ar/cle discusses use of the LOFAR system for
mul/latera/on of things in space. A similar LOFAR-like system can be
used for mul/latera/on loca/on, tracking and control of drones, aircras
and other things in the close-earth atmosphere, in earth orbit, and
coming into the atmosphere: meteorites, meteoroids, “space dust,” etc.
Here, the sta/ons spaced far away (suitable for space mul/latera/on),
but for closer in mul/latera/on, they would be spaced closer.
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Comment.
This and
following
addi/onal
ar/cles,
graphs, maps
and
Comments all
explain how
TV VHF
signals can be
used in our
planned
pPNT-based
networks.

Comment. This describes how TV channels in the low VHF range (30-70 MHz or so) can be received over a Meteor Burst (MB) signaling mode:
that is, they reﬂect/ re-radiate oﬀ of MB plasma trails automa/cally- and can be received with a suitably tuned receive radio and high gain
antenna. We plan networks of MB sta/ons in the US with numbers and spacing to not need to use any TV signals in this range for /me transfer
func/ons (that are key to may func/ons if accurate enough, indicated in other slides herein): however, TV “signals of opportunity” can also be
used, and improved with be[er /ming at the TV transmi[ers: this use of TV sta/on signal in the MB range will add accuracy, redundancy, and
robustness. This will add li[le cost to the networks. This use of TV sta/ons in MB receiver will enhance MB pPNT. See also following pages.

The synchroniza/on of /me and frequency standards by TV signals does not suppose a signal retransmission in the
reverse direc/on, which is why we do not need to install the transmiÖng device at the point of the secondary clock. The
capital TV centers transmiÖng the First Program of State Television with /me and frequency signals have a suﬃciently
large power and work in a suitable frequency band (in Moscow on the ﬁrst frequency channel, in Kiev on the second
one, that corresponds to frequencies of 48 ... 66 MHz). This enables direct recep/on of these signals by a meteor-burst
channel. Time-frequency informa/on is contained in each frame of the TV signal and, consequently, is repeated each 20
ms.

At the present /me, the most widespread and accessible method of /me-frequency informa/on transfer (among
those using global longwave nets, meteor and satellite systems) is by television. * * * *
A signal from meteor trail arrives at each of the antennas with delays that depend on spa/al posi/on of each antenna.
Using the informa/on about the amplitude, phase, and delay /me of signal- from each antenna, we can determine the
angular coordinates of the meteor. * * * *
The radio wave reﬂec/on from meteor trails has been studied suﬃciently well and is used for informa/on
transmission, and for precision /me scale comparison. The precision /me scale comparison by meteorburst channel is
performed by the signal propaga/on /me exclusion method - by sending of /me signal parcel from the secondary clock
standard to the point of the primary standard and its consequent retransmission backward together with the clock signal
of the primary standard [2]. This method is based on good reciprocity of the meteor-burst channel (equal /me of
straight and reverse signal propaga/on), and it allows synchroniza/on with an error of about 1 ns [billionth of sec.]for
distances up to 2000 km [3]. However, to receive such a small error value, one needs suﬃciently complicated receiving,
processing and, what is very essen/al, transmiÖng devices in both points.

the secondary point is presented.

This method can be used to receive /me and frequency
informa/on that is contained in the TV signal by a meteor-burst channel.

Abstract. A special method that allows one to get /me and frequency informa/on without radio wave transmission at

Ivan E. An/pov, Veronika V. Bavykina, Yuriy A. Koval, and Goergiy V. Nesterenko, Kharkov State University of Radio Electronics (KTURE), Ukraine
33rd Annual Precise Time and Time Interval (PTTI) Mee/ng

PASSIVE METEORIC SYNCHRONIZATION OF TIME SCALES

Reference 7
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Comment. The above idea is not new as it suggests. However, this concept is based on terrestrial recep/on of TV “signals of opportunity” for
mu/latera/on loca/on. A problems is range of suﬃcient TV signals in VHF and UHF range for mu/latera/on, and that the angles of
mul/latera/on are osen not very good for accuracy. In addi/on, the /ming of the TV signals is not as great as in a dedicated mul/latera/on
systems where the ﬁxed base sta/ons transmit and/or receive the /med signals. A be[er method is what we plan, to use dedicated
mul/latera/on with terrestrial-wave and meteor-burst skywave propaga/on (in 40, 200, and 900 MHz) but also use the TV “signals of
opportunity” for enhancements and redundancy. Some TV channels in VHF ranges can are reasonably close to our 40 and 200 MHz licensed
spectrum, allowing shared components. See also above and following ar/cles.

Reference 8
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Comment. See preceding pages and Comment.
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Comment: (con/nued from preceding pages). This is from a
NASA website on meteor burst (MB) wave recep/on of TV
signals in low band VHF (in this case, channel 4 in SE US). See
preceding pages for our planned use of TV-signal MB wave
applica/ons.
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The maximum theore/cal distance to u/lize a con/nuous transmiÖng tower for meteor sca[er [burst] detec/on ranges between 2070 and 2300 km. If
we consider a conserva/ve distance of 2000 km around the CHBX-TV tower located in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, the area coverage could be plo[ed (Fig.
3). More than half of US states could beneﬁt from this Canadian transmi[er for meteor detec/on projects.

CHBX-TV in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario [above] transmiÖng on channel 2 analog TV 100 kW of power. To es/mate the maximum range of a signal reﬂected
by a meteor trail, one could resolve a simple geometry problem. The maximum distance would be:
Dmax = 2 R acos(R/(R+H)) [4] / R: Earth radius (6371 km) / H: Al/tude of reﬂexion point (85…105 km)

The ideal source of radio signals in that band should be con/nuous and
powerful. For many years the video carrier of analog TV transmi[ers has been
the best choice for forward meteor sca[er monitors, especially channels 2 – 5

If the radio waves from the transmi[er reach the meteor trail …. [i]n forwardsca[er, the transmi[er and receiver are separated osen by hundreds of
kilometers or more, so the broadcast signal is reﬂected forward to the receiver
from a meteor's ioniza/on trail, which must lie somewhere between the two
places.

From: “Detec/ng meteor radio echoes using the RTL/SDR USB dongle,” by Ciprian Suﬁtchi, N2YO. h[p://www.livemeteors.com/

Reference 12
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* Mostly Described above in the Spectrum sec/on

ADVANCED MBRS re:
‘White Space’ Spectrum,*
Drones,
5G CMRS,
OAM Wireless, etc.

Advanced Meteor Burst Radio Signaling (MBRS) - Technology
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The arrangements described above will substan/ally advance the “Internet of Things” for cri/cal infrastructure and
services.

The ar/cle above describes one important use of lower-range White Space spectrum.

Comment. Licensed ~40 and ~200 MHz, with exclusive rights, higher power where needed, and full coverage, can be
founda/onal spectrum onto which White Space spectrum in the same mid to low VHF range can be added, for greater
capacity. This is similar to LTE-Assisted (or some/mes called LTE-Unlicensed) where unlicensed lower power spectrum
near licensed LTE bands are combined, in LTE-Advanced mul/-band (many non-adjacent bands) tech and service.
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Comment: This is a surveying ﬁxed-wing drone. But all major drone use needs pPNT (precise posi/on, naviga/on and /ming) with the various
pPNT methods described in part herein.

Trust: With the eBee RTK’s GSD of down to 1.5 cm, rela/ve
orthomosaic/3D model accuracy of 1-3x GSD, and absolute
horizontal/ver/cal accuracy of down to 3/5 cm (without GCPs), you
can have full conﬁdence in the accuracy of the outputs you produce

Process: Use PosÇlight Terra 3D professional photogrammetry
sosware, supplied with every eBee RTK, to process your ﬂight’s
photos into geo-referenced 2D orthomosaics, 3D point clouds,
triangle models and Digital Eleva/on Models (DEMs), in just a few
clicks.

Comment: This and following pages, concern
drones and RTK (n-RTK when the n-RTK networks
are available, as we can easily implement
na/onwide: the reference sta/ons in large part
already exist, and receiver cost is already low).
N-RTK grade GPS-GNSS should be combined with
the other pPNT methods available, including
those described herein. Also, hovering drones
can deliver N-RTK correc/ons, and can stay aﬂoat
with laser recharging (see above).
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Comment: This is one of many technologies and methods to combine terrestrial and airborne wireless, including for drones

Instead of each receiver/transmi[er having to take a divided share of the available signal, Coop MIMO technology
enables radios to work together by exploi/ng mutual interference, and thus enhance capacity of radio networks”.

D13 CEO Jonathan Hunter said, “Coop MIMO technology is a hugely powerful tool to enable radio networks to work
collabora/vely between a variety of radio nodes, to improve bandwidth, and lower power requirements.

The new US Patent 9136931…. The inven/on, “Coopera/ve Wireless networks” will provide an unprecedented increase
in data bandwidth via radio networks, as well as having direct applica/on to drone defence technology by drama/cally
enabling ad-hoc networks used to detect and communicate with airborne targets. It is related to earlier inven/ons by
Mr. ShaÖl in the ﬁeld of Coopera/ve MIMO technology that is also exclusively licensed to D13.

Applica/ons in the 3GPP LTE-Advanced standard, 4G and… "5G”wireless

NEW US PATENT FOR COOPERATIVE WIRELESS NETWORK INVENTION
DIRECT APPLICATION TO MULTI DRONE DEFENCE CAPABILITIES
LOWER POWER AND INCREASED BANDWITH FOR WIRELESS NETWORKS

Reference 19
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1. In order to be[er understand meteor physics and to provide valuable
observa/onal constraints to meteoroid ﬂux models, NSF should expand
ground based u/li/es such as radars for observing meteors and
meteoroids. This is necessary because each loca/on and local /me on
Earth will preferen/ally view diﬀerent sources of the meteoroid
popula/ons. Mul/-frequency common-volume radars such as those
available at Arecibo Observatory are par/cularly valuable. It is important
to recognize that that while these large radars are typically funded from
NSF Geospace Facili/es sec/on (formerly Upper Atmospheric Facili/es) the
value of meteoroid observa/ons extends well beyond and includes
planetary science and heliophysics as well.

Because of the growing need from many within the Heliophysics and
opera/onal communi/es for an improved understanding of the
interplanetary meteor and dust popula/ons, we are strongly
recommending funding for observa/ons that support and constrain
models of these popula/ons. Further recogni/on of the interdisciplinary
nature of this ﬁeld of study via joint solicita/ons should also be priori/zed
in the coming decade.

Recommenda/ons

****

These observa/ons have also shown that these small dust and sand grain
sized micrometeoroids are considerably more numerous than previously
measured…. Addi/onally, it is becoming clear that observing radar meteors
at two or more frequencies … yields much more informa/on on the detail
—e.g., meteoroid fragmenta/on....

The na/onwide advanced MBRS described herein can contribute to mee/ng these Recommenda/ons and important goals.
Other slides herein also comment on some of these goals.

The last decade has seen a resurgence in US meteor research .... As a
result, two new types of radar meteor reﬂec/ons have become known and
increasingly used. These reﬂec/ons are known as meteor head echoes and
non-specular trails and are largely observed and studied with high power
and large aperture (HPLA) radars designed for incoherent sca[ering
sensing of the ionosphere.....

****

The largest uncertain/es surround the most frequent meteors, mostly
small (sand grain and dust size) sporadic meteors. We believe much of the
mystery surrounding the basic parameters of the interplanetary meteor
ﬂux exists for the following reasons: the barely understood sampling
characteris/cs of the diﬀerent meteor observa/on techniques, and the
scarcity of ground and spaced based measurements of meteors and
interplanetary dust, which are used to derive or constrain most models.

Every day billions of meteoroids impact and disintegrate in the Earth’s
atmosphere. Current es/mates for this global meteor ﬂux vary from
20,000-300,000 tons per year and es/mates for the average velocity range
between 14 km/s to 55 km/s….. These par/cles arrive both during intense
showers and as a nearly constant rain of sporadic meteors. Understanding
the interplanetary meteoroid environment is important for several ﬁelds of
study from solar system evolu/on, upper atmospheric physics, planetary
atmospheres and ionospheres, planetary geology, and most cri/cally to
accurately asses the risk that these par/cles present to manned and
unmanned space ﬂight. Yet, the basic proper/es of this global meteor
ﬂux…remain poorly constrained.

Introduc/on

h[p://www8.na/onalacademies.org/SSBSurvey/DetailFileDisplay.aspx?
id=691&parm_type=HDS

At a Na0onal Academies webpage: Google the /tle or:
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MBRS (and other Ionospheric radio
systems) use of OAM uses LOS
propaga/on, from and back to a to the
Earth with nothing in the way, and also
uses sophis/cated antenna arrays: these
make OAM work well, since the antennas
can be have the complexity, orienta/on,
and size needed for prac/cal radio OAM.

As Russian papers show, real /me
detec/on of the status and changes in the
Ionosphere will improve MBRS /ming,
which can be more accurate than GPS/
GNSS /ming.

For essen/ally the same reasons, OAM will
increase performance of MBRS which uses
meteor burst plasma trails to “reﬂect” (reradiate, in most cases) signals back to
earth.

OAM use at LOIS, part of LOFAR, in 10-70
MHz (including ~40 MHz) to increase
performance. OAM will be[er enable
radio detec/on of the nature and changes
in Ionospheric plasma. This will improve
weather predic/on, and GPS-GNSS
accuracy.
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We expect that a self-calibra/on that also corrects for
polariza/on and vor/city distor/on, based on the LOIS
vectorial radio ﬁeld technique, u/lizing OAM, will be able to
improve the results considerably, par/cularly at low
frequencies.

Figure 8.3:
Example of how a self-calibra/on procedure can reduce radio
image aberra/ons caused by ionospheric intensity and phase
distor/ons. The les-hand panel shows the image before the
self-calibra/on, the right-hand panel aser. The radio image
data were taken at the NRLNRAO 74 MHz Very Large Array
radio telescope near Socorro, NM.
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From: h[p://www.digikey.hk/en/ar/cles/techzone/2015/feb/diplexers-shrink-to-meet-complex-mul/band-wireless-needs

Figure 1: A basic diplexer consists of co-packaged low- and high-band bandpass ﬁlters, to split/
combine two adjacent bands so they can share a single antenna.

On the receiver side, the diplexer takes two signals from the antenna (osen called high- and
low-band signals) and directs them to the appropriate receiver front-end; on the transmit side,
it combines the signals from two output power ampliﬁers in diﬀerent bands before they go to
the antenna (Figure 1). The technology and associated implementa/on of modern diplexers is
closely related to SAW ﬁlters and other monolithic, solid-state ﬁlters.

As mul/band smartphones, which must support diﬀerent frequency bands, become more
common, the diplexer is an increasingly important passive component. This mul/band bandpass
ﬁlter is placed between the antenna and the electronics of the wireless unit, allowing mul/ple
transmit power ampliﬁers and receiver front-ends to support the diﬀerent bands yet share a
common antenna path.

Diplexers Shrink to Meet Complex Mul/band Wireless Needs
By Bill Schweber. Contributed By Electronic Products. 2015-02-26
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* Mostly Described above in the Spectrum sec/on

Low VHF
Ground Wave Radio Service
& Integra/on with Advanced
MBRS for ipPNT

lvGWRS Technology and Inetegra/on – v1.0
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Published online by ARL. Also in: IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, VOL. 63, NO. 6, JUNE 2015
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Fig. 8 … view of the test facility. P0 and P1 are the 2
transmi0er posi0ons and R0 to R9 are various indoor and
outdoor regions traversed by the robot for data collec0on

alloca/on at low VHF….. [T]he primary alloca/on near 38 and 40 MHz is for Federal use…. The
simplicity of the channel, along with recent advances in the design of extremely miniaturized lower VHF
antennas, can be exploited in a large variety of signal processing and communica/ons applica/ons
including geoloca/on in GPS-denied environments and… in search-and-rescue opera/ons.

The lower VHF band has poten/al for low power, short-range
communica/ons, as well as for geoloca/on applica/ons, in both indoor and
urban environment.… both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) cases….
[T]he measured channels have a nearly ideal scalar a[enua/on and delay
transfer func/on, with minimal phase distor/on. Compared with higher VHF
and above, the measured short-range VHF channels do not exhibit small-scale
fading, which simpliﬁes communica/ons receiver signal processing, and
enables phase and amplitude based geoloca/on techniques.
The lower VHF band… sca[erers are small in terms of wavelength.[ ]
Consequently, strong penetra/on through mul/ple walls and buildings can be
achieved at rela/vely low power. Reﬂec/on, sca[ering, and diﬀrac/on
phenomena are drama/cally reduced, thereby greatly minimizing mul/path
fading, yielding a short-range channel that is LOSlike in terms of very slight
phase distor/on and delay spread. This liberates the system designer at low
VHF from the typically stringent requirements on power, system bandwidth,
and complex equaliza/on processing needed in ultra-high frequency (UHF) and
microwave based systems.…[D]ue to recent advances in antenna
miniaturiza/on techniques and the development of palm-sized lower VHF
antennas with good performance,[ ] interest in low power, low data rate
communica/ons in this band is increasing…. [I]n North America, there is a dual
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The ability to accurately detect the direc/on of arrival and
track the loca/on of a source in complex and GPS-denied
environments is useful for a wide variety of applica/ons
such as ﬁre and earthquake rescue missions, user posi/on
es/ma/on in mobile communica/ons and for security

A Sub-wavelength source tracking system u/lizing highly
miniaturized antennas in the HF range for applica/ons in
GPS-denied environments such as indoor and urban
scenarios is proposed. In order to track a source in such
environments, a radio triangula/on approach that combines
direc/onal ﬁnding and interferometry approaches is
pursued.
A low-proﬁle and highly miniaturized antenna (with λ/300
height and λ/100 lateral dimensions) designed to eﬃciently
generate omnidirec/onal, ver/cally polarized ﬁeld is
u/lized.
At such low frequencies the phase diﬀerence between the
signals at the Rx antennas (an important quan/ty of
interest), is too small to be accurately measured. To address
this issue, a biomime/c circuit that mimics the hearing
mechanism of a ﬂy (Ormia Ochracea) is u/lized. With this
circuit, very small phase diﬀerences are ampliﬁed to
measurable values.…

[*] The center frequency [in]… this simula/on is 23MHz.

systems…[,] real /me posi/oning and tracking of robo/c
plaÇorms that are used to enhance tac/cal situa/onal
awareness in complex environments including urban and
indoor scenarios…[, and] high-resolu/on naviga/on in
these clu[ered environments. …
[T]he level of mul/path increases with frequency making
the task of tracking the source very challenging. To
minimize these eﬀects, the use of miniaturized antennas
opera/ng in the HF range is proposed…. [*]
The advantage of using such low frequencies is that
sca[ering from walls ceiling and furniture will be small
compared to the direct path….
In this paper, a radio triangula/on approach that
combines direc/onal ﬁnding and interferometry based on
measurements from at least two known loca/ons is
proposed.
To determine the direc/on of arrival, the phase and
magnitude of the received electric ﬁeld are u/lized.
Furthermore, by measuring the direc/on of arrival at
mul/ple points, the loca/on of the source is retrieved
using triangula/on….
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